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CHAPTER I
A. INTRODUCTION
With the great

for a ohange in eduoation

~emand

to meet the standards of democracy, it also became
necessary that supervision of
meet these demands.

inst~uction

be changed to

Literally speaking, supervision

began when the first assistant teacher was appointed.
However, the establishment of permanent state sohool
funus marked the positiv.e step toward a definite form of
supervision.

The first state officer to exercise super-

vision over the schools was appointed around 1812 in
New York.

This was the first state superintendent' of oom-

man sohools in the United states.

Such an appointment,

seems to be a distinct, American creation, uninfluenoed
by practioes in other lands.

1

The duties of this officer

were to look after 'the establishment and maintenance of
schools throughout the state.
The writings of Theodore DWight (1835) contain the
, thoughts of eduoational leaders of that time.

In his

Reflections of a School Inspector, Committeeman .2!: Visitor
he commented, in part, as follows:

lFlorenoe Bamberger, "Supervision a Forward Look,"
School and Soci~tz, 24:747-752, December, 1926.
.
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The duty is really important •••• Sohools negleoted .
or overseen by inoompetent, indifferent, or inattentive men never flourish ••••Visitation and oareful
e~aminationare neoessary to disoover the teaoher's
merit in teaohing and governing the attention and improvement of the ohildren.
James P. Wiohersham furnished a olear pioture of
the oonoeption of supervision held in 1864.

Ire listed

the duties and responsibilities of general sohool offioers
as follows:
Seleot sohoolsites and provide sohool grounds ••••
Grade sohools, fix their oourses of atudy •••• Build
and furnish sohoolhouses. Preserve the statistios
of the sohools under their oharge, and of oourse •••
furniah suitable sohool-reoords for that purpose.
Employ teaohers: and this is the most important part
of their duty•••visit aohools. 2
Josiah L. Pickard's conoeption of supervision in
1890 was:

In sohool work the superintendent beoomes an advisor
as well as a supervisor. He must not oontent himsel~
with seeing that the work as properly done, but he must
prepare to guide the do ere '
.
I:

At the beginning of the present oentury, the eduoational signifioanoe of supervision had beoome minimized
beoa~se of the rapid development of eduoational administra-

tion.

Supervision was overseeing, and little else.

2George C. KYte. How to Supervise (New York:
Oompany:-!9!rr), p. 32.

Houghton~ifflin

The

3

superintendent, for example, pr epa red a o:ourse of study
. Which teaohers were to follow.

The oare of sohool proper-

ty, the making of sohool programs, inspeotion, attention
to disoipline and the enforoement of regulations were
oonsidered more important than

th~

supervisory aotivities.

The writer bas attempted to give a baokground appreoiation of the subJeot, sinoe the work oovered in the
findings dates baok only to 1921.
B.

STAT~rnNT

OF PROBLEM

It was the purpose of this study (l) to determine,
whether or not researoh in supervision of instruotion had
deoreased in number from 1921 to 1940; (2) to oompare
the number of studies made in 1921 to 1930, and the number
of studies made in 1931 to 1940 that were reported in the
same magazines; {3} to show the phase of supervision of
instruotion that had been studied most and the phase that
had been stu.died least, and (4) to present the findings
as revealed through an analysis of the studies.

c.
1.

DEFI~TITIONS

What is the meaning of supervision?

the supervisors?

~~o

are ,

What are the funotions of supervisors?

We have nptioed that the definition of leading eduoators

4

in the field of supervision of instruotion, of the past
. era, gave us an idea of the meaning of supervision at that
time.

Therefore, in a few paragraphs an a tt anpt will be

made to explain t.he meaning of supervision ,and to desoribe
the supervision by setting forth theories of men who are
authorities in the fi eld.
4
J. R. Shannon defines supervision as being "an effort to improve

teaohiDg.~

"The foremost duty of supervision, It Wagner says, .
"is that of making teaohing more produotive of development
for the ohild. no
Edith Badger

6

asserts that supervision in a general

sense refers to all agenoies and forces Within the sohool
which have to do with the improvement of instruotion and
the term "supervision" may refer to the function of any
offioer Within the system--principal or speoially delegated
supervisor--whose business it is to further this prooess.

4 J • R. Shannon, "Teaohers' Attitudes toward Supervisors," E'ducati onal Method, 16: 9-14, Octo ber, 1936.
°Charles Wagner, Common Sense in School Supervision
(New York: Bruce PUblishing Company, 1921,) p. 31.
6Edith Badger, "The Demands of Democracy Upon School
Supervision," Eduoational Administration and Supervision,
7,: 356-360, Sept em ber, 1921.
-

5

Charles K. Judd 7 thinks the position of the superv'isor is analogous to that of a consulting physician.

ttThe

su.pervisor is not an inspector and he is not a model to be
mechanically, imitated," he adds.
Lena A. Shaw8 believes that supervision consists of
those activities which assist the teacher to improve her 1nstruction in the classroom.
,The chief task of creative or democratic supervision
is to foster democracy in the school by being an example
.
of democratic principles in practice. 9
KOSic 10 gives the~e statements on supervision:
The typical supervisor is the principal of a school.
The real supervisor is concerned directly with keeping
up and, if possible, improving the quality of instruction.
"The fundamental Justification for the existence of
instructional supervision," Alexander said, "is the commonly-

7Charles H. JUdd, "Scientific Methods of Supervision, It
Educational Administration and Supervision, 12:345, August,

1926.

-

8Lena A. 'Shaw, ttSupervisory Activities Involved in
Integrating Handwriting Instruction," Journal of Education
Methods, 11:149-152, Deoanber, 1931.
9EverettT. Colvert, "Demooratic and Creative Supervision in Principle and in Praetiee--Part I, It Educational
Methods, 18:54-60, November, 1938.
School

10James Fleming Kosie, "Democratization of Supervision,"
~ Society, 11:331-336, March, 1920.

6

acoepted principle that the efficiency of teachers oan be .
·increased through the guidance of a direotor of their aotivities. ll
Frost 12 defines the supervisor as: QOne who gives
assistanoe to teachers in their work,. tt

-------- --

-

The Third Yearbook of the D~partment of Supervisors
......;.;.---13
and Directors of Instruotion
includes the titles of assistant 'superintendent, rural supervisor, city principal, rural
~rincipal,

general supervisor,

~t s~pervisor,

music supervisor,

physical training supervisor. health supervisor, handwriting
supervisor, English supervisor, and a miscellaneous olassification.
To this list 001e

14

adds county elementary supervisory,

supervising teacher. helping teacher, distriot supervisor,
primary supervisor, and field deputy superintendent.

IlThomas Alexander, Itprinci pIes of Supervisi on of
Teaohing in Elementary Schools," Peabodl Journal of Education,
1:3-9. July, 1923.
-Journal

12Norman Frost, "The Supervisor and His Job," Peabody
~ _E_d_u_c_a_t_io_n_, 13:10-17, July, 1935.

13Department of Supervisors and Directors of Instruction of the National-mducation AssoCIation: Third-Yearbook,
Current ~lems of Supervisors (New York: Bureau of Publications, 1930.)
k~

i

14william E. Oole, The Status of Rural Supervisors of
Instruction ~ ~ United states [Cornell, 1930)

7

In summarizing in light of the theories on supervision
'and the supervisor:

soientifio SQpervision is the aot of

gUiding and training teaohers to help ohildren grow, by observing their classwork and then giving them oonstructive
oritioisms and friendly suggestions.
2.

Researoh in Supervision_of Instruotion Development.

It is relati vely easy to see the' oontri bution of research in
suoh fields as medioine and invention.

It is more diffioult,

however. to determine objeotively the ;results of researoh in
education.

We know, nev·ertheless. that good

re~ults

are ob-

tained because of the enoouraging progress that bas been made
in the development of new methods of teaching. supervision.
and sohool administration.

Research in the field of supervision

has oontributed a great deal toward this development.
Reoords show that at the meeting of the department
of superintendence in 1897, J. M. Rice reported a study direoted toward ascertaining the relation between the time devoted to the teaohing of spelling and the ability of pupils to
spell.

Although somewhat earlier attempts to stUdy eduoation-

al problems may be oited, the date of Rioe's report is oommonly taken as marking the beginning of the researoh mov ament.
This stUdy oan be considered a phase of researoh in supervision
of Instmction.

8

Definition.
of researoh:

We may adopt the following definition

Researoh is the attempt to disoover and es-

tablish tru.ths by one or more systematio methods.
prooess of arriving at any opinion is not
searoh.

I

The

n~oessarily

re-

It depends upon the basis of the opinion or the

at whioh it is arrived.

The individual who oarries on

researoh does not oreate truth; he finds it.

Many indi-

viduals believe that researoh oons,ists of straight hard
thinking.

Researoh requires straight hard thinking. it

is true, but suoh thinking is not all there is to researoh.
It leaves out of acoount the oolleotion of faots or data
which in most oases oonstitute,san essential element in research.
,
,
In an attempt to olarify the definition submitted,
the writer has summarized two arti.oles on supervision of
i~struotion.

f,

n

The first artiole is oonsidered a researoh

and the last artiole is not oonsidered one.

Both, however.

Ii

!I

[j

were wri tt en by Dr. J. R. Shannon.
(1) "Teachers' Attitudes Toward Supervision, ,t
Educational Method, Ootober, 1936, PP. S-14
This is a report of a survey that was limit ed alrilost
solely to the attitu.des of the teachers toward superVision.
The teachers, who were enrolled in the Indiana State
Teaohers College during the summer of 1935, were aSked to

9

fill out a questionnaire.
received from the teachers.

There were 481 usable replies
In analyzing the replies

Shannon drew these conclusions:

(a) the teaohers oon-

taoted were representative of western Indiana. with a
good sprinkling of teachers from more remote points;
(b) no significant differenoes were. revealed among the
teachers of different levels of experience or training
or of ·different types of schools or school oorporations
in respeot to their attitudes toward supervision; (c)

ove~

eighty-six per cent regarded soientific. democratio supervision as helpful and weloome.

Most of the remaining

teaohers considered it unhelpful but welcome. and only
negligible numbers looked upon it as unwelcome; (d) the
amount of supervision received by 481 teaohers was discouragingly small.

The superintendents were reported as

havin~ given more than principals and principals more than

other supervisors; (e) fifty-six per cent of the teachers.
who responded in regard to whether the supervision they
had received was child-centered or subjeot-centered. said
it was child-oentered, and (f) apprOXimately one-half of
the 481 teachers wrote in their own words ustable statements explaining why they fel t as they did toward the supervision they had received.

The total number of explana-

tions of unfavorable attitudes exactly equaled those of
favorable attitudes.

10
(2) "Correotive and Creative Supervision," Eduoational Method, January, 1933, PP. 193-197
The purpose of this article is to emphasize a distinotion between two aspeots of supervision which seem
not to have been duly reoognized heretofore.

The two

aspeot s are creative and corrective supervisi on.
Correotive supervision, th,e

olde~

cone. ept ion, holds

the individual t.eaoher as the objeot of: attention.

It

is oarried on by the us e of ola.ssroom visi ts and other
supervisorydevioes for diagnosing the personality and
teohniques of the teaoher.

Individual conferenoes for

the most part are used for oorreoting the individual
teaoher's shortoomings.
Creative supervision. the newer oonoeption, oenters
upon an entire faQulty as a whole as the objeot of attention.

In a program of oreative supervision, one pro-

jeot is used as the oenter of aotivity.

As one may readily

see, both types of supervision are needed for the maintenanoe of satisfaot ory supervisory pr ogran s in sohools.

D. NEED FOR RESEARCH IN SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION
In 1911, Updegraff present ed a paper in a meeting
of the department of superintendenoe.

He showed that:

11
(a) The princi.ples and content of education were
,
(b) not all teachers are adequately
prepared; (c) there was a general failure to make use
of the opinion and service of the teacher. 15
ever-changin~;

Other leaders in education have expressed their
opinion on the subject of the need for researoh in super16
vision of instruction. Dr. Shannon
states:
General supervisors can assist teachers even in the
technical phases of their work by encouraging research
•••• Research can be employed effeotively by supervisors
to find the best praatices within their own school
systems and then make the s~e the common knowledge of
others...
.
As one views the school system as a whole, he is
impressed by the tremendous number of supervisors who
merely supervis e, teachers who merely teach, and pupils
who merely study, without any clear consciousness of the
objectives of education.

In order to improve these con-

ditions, educational leaders must carryon surveys, experiments, and other types of research a t frequent int ervals so that they will know what is being done, what needs
to be done, and what can be done to improve teaching.

i

I

d

15Benjamin Showalter, 'hfhe Development of Supervision of Instruction," Educational Administration and Supervision, 10: 481-494, November, 1924.
--16 John R. Shannon, "The Role of General Supervisor
in the Improvement of Teachers in Service," Educational
Administration ~ Supervision, 25:287-294, April, 1939.

12

E. SThrILAR STUDIES
A oasual survey of the multiplicity of books on our
library shelves dealing with the problem of eduoation.
make even the most fearless hesitate to attempt to add to
the store-hou.se already at hand.

Philosophy of education.

methods of instruction. curriculum •.and aaministration all
.

.

have had a generous share of attention from those who
I

have ha°d a message to give.

Even if we presume to enter

a field af comparatively new

educ~tion.

we are in danger

of having it pointed out that somewhere in the dim past,
or in more recent times, ideas and principles have already
been expressed which we fondly believed were original with
us. However, there is no study that has been made, to the
writer's knowledge. which is a comprehensive survey of the
trends in research in supervision of instruotion over a
long period of years.

The writer does aoknowledge several

studies that have been made which reviewed literature in
the field of supervision and attempted to show trends.
o

The names of the studies and a brief summary of

their cont en ts follow:

The digest of the findings of this stUdy was found

13
in School Executive, Volume 61, page 29, January 1942.
In gathering the material Dr. Shannon carefully scrutinized every article in tne Educational Index.

Then

each title that looked as if it might be an article either
on supervision of instruction or on democracy in school
administration was examined to make sure of the nature of

cy.
2.

Trends in Supervision by Hilda Louise Peterson,

1904-1934, as revealed by an Analysis of Periodical Literature.

Master's thesis.

Chicago:

University of Chicago,

1935.
A report of this thesis was found in the Review of
Educational Researoh, Volume V, pp. 303-304, June, 1939.
It was of most interest to the writer beoause it could be
used as a basis for comparison, since all kinds of articles

T(
):,}

,\

were included as well as research.

14

.

Peterson analyzed all articles on supervision which
had appeared in a number of leading educational magazines
during the thirty-year period from 1904 to 1934.

The sum-

mary of her findings is given in Table I.
She c oncl uded that:

(a) "there ha s been more int e-

rest in general supervision during the last decade (1924
to 1934) than in the two pr.eviou~ decades"; (b) "during
the last decade there has heen less mention of standard
tests and self-rating skills both as a means of teacher
training and as a means of measuring teaching efficiency";
(c) "study continues to be the most positive method of
improving the effioiency of teachers or of increasing
professional interest"; (d) "during the last deoade there
has been more effort to work out various techniques or
d.evices for measuring the efficiency of teaching";
(e) "during the five years (1929 to 1934) there has been
more attention given to the economical aspect of supervision"; and (f) "from 1924 to 1934 a critical attitude
toward supervision had developed"; (g) "during this same
period increased attention was given to measuring the efriciency of supervision."

15

3.
~

Evaluation of Supervision. Fourth Yearbook of

Department of Supervisors and Directors of Instruction.
While this is the first professional yearbook to

be devoted entirely thereto. it is not contended that it
represents the first approach to the evaluation of supervision.

Previous yearbooks of this department have made

significant contributions.
The writ er included this yearbook in the study because its committee. among other things. reviewed the existing literature dealing with the scientific evaluation
of the -effeots of supervision and presented with a few of
the outstanding findings. a summary and oriticism of the
procedures
and teohniques employed.
,
The material is divided into eight chapters and a
SIlmmary.

Cnapters I and II deal with the problem.

In

each of these chapters. it is pointed out that there may
be agreement on the facts of description or-the faots of
measurement. but great disagreanent on the interpretation
or evaluation of the facts.

Chapter III outlines the

scientific method of prooedure.

Chapters IV. V. and VI

include the material in which we are most interested. an
analysis of the findings of the survey of literature dealing with the evaluation of various phases of supervision

158

TABLE I
NUMBER OF ARTICLES ON EACH PHASE OF
SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION LISTED BY DECADES

Phase
1.

Teacher training

2.

Organization

3.

At ti tudes toward
supervi si on

4. , Supervisory traits

1904-14

1914-24

1924-34

Total

'4

42

34

80

1

13

21

35

7

19 ,

26

9

8

18

1

5.

Measuring teaching and
supervisory efficiency

24

18

42

6.

Supervisory policies

19

55

74

7.

Supervisory technics
and devices

8

16

24

8.

Supervisory duties

12

4

16

9.

Miscellaneous

10

13

23

:::

16

or supervisory agencies.

The studies of the survey are

olassified according to the following methods:

question-

naire t jury, int erview, oase study, experimental studies,
equ.ivalent groups, score card, and comprehensive e:x:.perimentation.
(1) The early studies used,to a very great extent
the questionnairej usually it was.general, poorly constructed, and the results were crudely handled.

(2) Gradu-

ally, however, questionnaires became refined and the methods
of tabUlating data were improved and elaborated.

Many of

the studies did not meet the standard of the scientific
method outlined in Chapter III.

These generalizations

"

were pointed out:
(8,) That the following types of supervisory activi-

ties have proved effective to teachers:

demonstration

teaching, group meetings, personal conferences, bUilding
the course of study; (b) that the aids most welcomed by
teachers are:

constructive suggestions, constructive cri-

ticism and definite outlines of work dealing with methods,
-

management, subjects and material s of instruct ion; (c) that
the teachers prefer the following characteristics in their
supervisors:

Willingness to offer encouragement, sympathy,

executive ability, openmindedness, co-operation, and tactfulness.

17

Ohapter VII presents a check list, which is a device,
f:>r enabling- a supervisor wi thin a given systEm to make a
self-analysis of his work.

In Ohapter VIII, on oase stUdies,

att ention has been given to reports of two types of studies.
(1) Descriptions of the teachers' instructional
bel~vior

etfo~ts

before any supervisory

had been expended,

and the descriptions of the teachers' instruotional behavior .after receiving the benefits of supervision; (2) these
types of reports are those used by supervisors relating
how they have introd,uced ?nd maintained their supervisory
pr ogram witllin their respective oi tie s.
4.

M. R. Trabue, "Educational Research in 1925,"

Journal of Educational Research, 13:342, May, 1926.
This article is a report of all of the researches
found in thirty-two magazines for years 1924 and 1925.
The author included "Curriculum and SuperVision" as one
of the fields of eduoation in the researches.

Ire found

that twenty-three studies out of the sixty-four were concerned with supervisory and curriculum problems.
Methods of instruction. • • • • • • • 13
Errors in performance. • • • • • ••

3

Survey of results • • • • • • • • ••

3

I

Curriculum materials • • • • • • • •
Speoial types of instruotion • • • •

2

2

18

(a) There was a tendenoy to emphasize researoh in
olassroom learning and instruction.

(b) There were more

articles published in 1924 than 1925 which pertained to
supervision.
F.

PURPOS E AND PLAN

There has been an attempt made in this study to
answer the

~ollowing

questions:

What are the trends

research in supervision of instruction?

ot the research?

o~

What is the nature

How many researahes have been made in

the two . ten-year periods-~1921 to 1931, 1931 to 1941?
)

How

do the studies of the two ten-year periods compare as to
nature and amount?

What implioation do the findings re-

veal?
The writer used the Review of Eduoational Researoh
as the oriterion for determining what artioles to inolude
in the study.

However, the Review has been in oirculation

only for the past ten years.

It began January, 1931.

There-

fore, the back issues of the magazine it referred to, were
used to- obtain information prior to its appearanoe.
At the end of a thorough study of the Review, ninety-

one titles were found.

These titles inoluded Master's

theses, Doctor's theses, and reports of studies found in

l~

periodioals.

.

Only the titles that could be found in Indi- -

ana state Teaohers College Library were used in the writeup.

After all of the aooessible titles had been listed,

they were grouped under the names of the periodioals in
whioh they could be found.
There were thirty-one titles _left which were located
in fifteen periodioals.

An examination was made of the

issues-of the fifteen periodioals from 1~31 to 1~41 in
order to determine the nature of the studies, so that an
aoourate selection could be made of articles not listed
in the review from

l~2l

to

1~31.

The next step was to sorutinize each of the periodioals included in the Review of Educational Researoh and
-list the titles of articles on supervision found therein
for the period from 1~21 to 1~31.
five articles were listed.

Three hundred thirty-

Of this number, fifty-one

available stUdies were found.
The writer examined the chapter devoted to research
in supervision inclUded in the Encyclopedia ~ Research
to check her choice of stUdies.

At the onset of this in-

vestigation there are explanations and examples of what
~as oonsidered reports of studies in supervision of instruo-

tion.

The articles chosen were classified under the headings

of a master list, that was worked out by the writer with
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the aid of Dr. John R. Shannon, an authority in the field
of supervision of instruction.
Although some significant studies in supervision

I
I
I

of instruction may have been omitted, the writer believes
that this represents the ma jori ty of the out standing research studies in periodical literature.

Any inadequacy

in this report must be attributed -to lack of resources
rather :than personal bias.
G. LIST OF VALUES

This is a valuable study because it may be used:
1.

f

As a reference for the type and amount of re-

search on SQpervision of instruction to be found in outstanding periodicals from 1921 to 1931.
2.

As a basis for comparison and contrast.

3.

By supervisors and by teachers to help them

decide the phases of supervision that need investigation
most.
4.

As an accessible comprehensive bibliography.

5.

To clarify the existing views as to the trends

of supervision of instruction.

CHAPTER II
CONTRIBUTIONS OF RESEARCH TO SUPERVISION OF
INSTRUCTION IN MAGAZINE LITERATURE 1921-1941
A.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE STUDIES ·IN SUPERVISION OF
INSTRUCTION UNDER THE HEADING OF THE MASTER LIST

THE

Table II shows the research studies found in
magazine literature, 1921 to 1941, classified under the
heading of the master list.
eleven major headings.

The table shows there are

These eleven in order of their

import~ce are: (1) objectives of supervision and

philosophy of supervision; (2) teachers'attitude toward
supervision; (3) reports of actual programs of supervision; (4) qualification of supervision; (5) organization for supervision; (6) job analysis of supervision;
(7) what to look for in supervision; (8) relative value
and frequency of use of different devices in supervision;
(9) different devioes in supervision as such and their
value; (10) special supervision of school SUbjects;
(11) evaluating results of supervision.

There were four

subheadings under different deVices in supervision as
such and their value.

There were eighty-nine studies

inclUded in the classification, but seven were duplicates; therefore, the actual total 1s eighty-two.
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TABLE II
A CLASSIFICATION OF RESEARCH STUDIES IN MAGAZINE LITERATURE
. 1921-1941, UNDER THE GENERAL HEADING OF THE MASTER LIST

Master List and Studies
A.

No.

Per
Cent

Obiectives of Supervision and
Ph losopny or Supervision - .
1. . An Analysis of the Obj ectives and Functions of
Supervision
Total

B.

Author

Brady
1

1.2

Teachers' Attitudes Toward
Supervision
1.
2.
3.

4.
5•

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

A Study in High School
Supervision
Ifughes
Conflicting Attitudes Toward
Supervisi on
Halter
Teachers' Attitudes Toward
Supervision
Shannon
Teachers' Freedom--A Study·
for Supervisors
Smith
. A Job Analysis of Elementary Supervision
Valentine
Teacher's Ideas of Helpful Supervision
Cook
What Teachers Prefer in
Supervision
Armstrong
Supervision from the Standpoint of the Supervisor
Kart
The Attitude of Teachers
Toward Supervision
Nutt
The Evaluation of SuperLindquist
vision
Teachers' Diagnosis of
Classroom Difficulties
Betts
Teachers' Evaluation of the
Effectiveness of Supervisory
Activi ties
Van Antwerp
Total
12

14.6
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TABLE II (continued)
A CLASSIFICATION OF RESEARCH STUDIES IN MAGAZINE LITERATURE
1921-1941, UNDER THE GENERAL HEADING OF THE MASTER LIST

Master List and Studies
J).

Author

~er

Cent

No.

Reports of Actua 1 Programs Qf..'
Supervision
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6,

~.

8.

9.

10.

A Program of High School
Supervision
A County Supervisory Cam- .
paign for the Impr·ovement
-of Instruction in Reading
Supervision from the
Point of View of the
Teacher
A Plan for Securing the Cooperation of Teachers in the
Improvement of Instruction
Reading Comprehension, An
Experiment in Supervision
T~e SuperVisor and the Teacher
A Project in Supervision
The Work of the Demonstration
Teacher and Its Relation to
a Program of Constructive
Supervision
Improvement in the Technique of Teaching Through a
Recognition of Principles
. in Demonstration Teaching
A technique Used in Training Principals to Supervise
Instruction

Total

Knudsen
Cressman
Rayes
Barr
stanton
McFarland

Simpson

Minor
Smith

10

12.2
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TABLE II (continued)
A CLASSIFICATION OF RESEARCH STUDIES IN MAGAZINE LITERATURE
1921-1941, UNDER THE GENERAL HEADING OF THE MASTER LIST

Master List and Stu.dies
D.

~u.alification

Au.thor

Per
No •. Cent

of Supervisors

1. -What the Supervisor Can Do

to Encourage Scientific
Attitude in the Classroom
Total

E.

Organization ~ Supervision
1. Next Steps in Supervision
from the Standpoint of the
Elementary School Program
2. The Function of Speoial
Supervision in the Minnesota Public School
3. The Prinoipal and the Supervisor
4. The Relationship between
Prinoipal and Supervisor
5. ,Supervisory Organizations
in Cities of 10,000 to
20,000 Population
6. The Organization of Righ
School Supervision in
Certain Cities
7. The Local Status and
Activities of General Supervisors in ,City Sohools
8. Supervisory Practices in
California
Total

Neal

1

1.2

8

9.8

Gist
Nystrom
Shone
Crandell
Melby
Melby
Perrin
Hefferman
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TABLE II (continued)
A CLASSIFICATION OF RESEARCH STUDIES IN MAGAZINE LITERATURE
1921-1941, UNDER THE GENERAL HEADING OF THE MASTER LIST

Master List and Studies
F.

Author

Per
No. Cent

Job Anallsis of Supervision
*1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
'6.

7.
8.

9.'
*10.
11.

12.
13.

A StUdy in ffigh School
Supervision
Rughes
The Relative Importance of
the Duties and Activities of
the General Elementary Supervisor in the City Schools
Kerron
Supervisor's Job
Mead
The Superintendent and the
Organization of Supervision
Melby
The Duties of the Elementary Principal
Flowers
The Division of the Principal's Time
Benson
Analysis of the Activities
of Rural School Supervisors
Kible
A Study in Special Supervision
Tiegs
County Superint endentas
Supervisor
O'Brien
The Local Status and Aotivities of General Supervisors
in City Sohools
Perrin
A Study of the Effeotiveness of a Program of
Elementary Sohool Supervision
Greenfield
State Supervision of Rural
Schools
Jagger
Staff and Salaries in Certain
Supervisory Position
Carr
*Indicates the articles that are duplicates,
whioh are not included in total
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TABLE II (oontinued)
A CLASSIFICATION OF RESEARCH STUDIES IN MAGAZINE LITERATURE
1921-1941,UNDER THE GENERAL HEADING OF THE MASTER LIST

Master List and Studies

Supervision of Student TeaohWaddell
ing
The Funotions and Duties of
the Elementary Prinoipals
Hampton
Supervision from the Teaoherst Viewpoint
Morrison
Total

14.
15.
16.

0:.

~

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

Author

to

~

!2!. !!!.

SUEervision

Standard Items to Observe
for the Improvement of
Teaohing in Classrooms
Sohool Subjeots Whioh Elementary Sohool Teaohers
Find Most Diffioult and
Those Whioh They Find Easiest to Teaoh
The Effect of Plan Super. vision on Teaohing as Shown
by Objective Analysis of
Classroom Activities
Training Teaohers in Service
Difficulties Recognized by
- Elementary Teachers
Activity Analysis as a
Baais for Supervision in
General Soi ence
A oooperative Projeot in
Teaoher Training Supervision

Butler
Laoey.
Shannon,
Irollingsworth

Neely
Rose
Moore
Selberg
Hildreth

No.

14

Per
Cent

17.1
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· II (oontinued)
TABLE
A CLASSIFICATION OF RESE~~CH STUDIES IN 1~GAZINE LITERATURE
1921-1941, UNDER THE GE1TERAL HEADING OF TEE 1~STER LIST

Master List and Studies
8.

10.
11.

13.

14.
15.
16 ..

Introduoing the Supervisory
Program
Classroom Diffioulties of
Beginning Teaohers
An Evaluation of Items to
Observe in Classroom Supervision
Analysis of High Sohool
Supervisory Notes
Oritios Comment to Student
Teaohers
Observable Charaoteristios
of Effioienoy in Teaching
A Survey of Observable Improvable Factors Which
Evidence Skill in Teaching
Inexperienced Teachers Who
Fail and Why
Scientific Supervision

Total

Author

No.

Per
Cent

Dodd
.Tohnson
Barr
Shannon
Humke
Monroe
Bamberger
Barr and
Rudesell
Barr

16

19.5

H. Relative Value and Frequenoy of
trse of Differen~evices in
'SUPervision

*2.

4.

I
f

, I

Vfuat Teachers Prefer in
Supervision
Armstrong
Supervision from the Teachers' Viewpoint
Morrison
In Services Training of
Teachers in Righ Schools
in Oklahoma
Garretson
Trends in Methods of Teacher Improvement
Whitney
*Indicates the articles that are duplicates which are
not included in the total
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TABLE II (continued)

A CLASSIFICATION

OF RESEARCH STUDIES IN MAGAZINE LITERATURE
1921-1941, UNDER THE GENERAL HEADING OF T:FI"E MASTER LIST .

Master List and Studies
*5. An Analysis of the Objec- .
tives and Functions of
Supervision
*6.'A Job Analysis of Elementary Supervision
7. Teachers' Questionnaire as
a Device in Supervision
Total
I.

Author

No.

Per
Cent

Brady
Valentine
Tidyman

3

Different Devices in sipervision as Such and'The r
Value - - Conferences
a. Row the Supervisory
Conference Affects
Teaching
Kyte
2. Stenographic Reports
a. The Stenographic Report
as a Supervisory Instrument
Cocking
Self-supervision
a. The Value of a Time
Analysis of Classroom
Activities as a Supervisory technique
Brueckner
4. Miscellaneous
a. The SuperVisor and the
Project Method
Rosie
b. The Value of Circulars
in Supervising the Teaching of Reading
Case
*Indicates the articles that are duplicates which
are not included in the total

3.7
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TABLE II

(continued)

A CLASSIFICATION OF RESEARCH STUDIES IN MAGAZIl-iE LITERATURE
1921-1941. UNDER THE GENERAL HEADING OF THE MASTER LIST

Master List and Studies

Author

No.

The Use of SoundReBarr and
cording Equipment in the Jayne
Study and Improvement of
Teaching
d. Supervision a Study in Cooperative Effort
McClure
e. Making Supervi.sion
Objective
Puckett
f. A Diagnostic Chart for
Determining the Supervisory Needs of Teachers
of Arithmetic
Brueckner
Total

Per

Cent

c.

10.9

J. Special Supervision of School
Subjects
1.

2.

3.

New Standards in Arithmetic:
A Controlled Experiment in
Supervision
Duties and Relationship of
Principals ann Teachers
A Supervisory Program in
Music Based upon Teacher
Initiative
Total

Wilson
Earris and
Otto
Thomson

K. Evaluating the Results of Supervision
---1.

Differences in the Handwriting
of Supervised and Unsupervised
Pupils
.
Prewitt

3

$.7
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TABLE II (oonoluded)
A -CLASSIFICATION OF RESEARCH STUDIES IN MAGAZINE LITERATURE
1921-1941, UNDER THE GENERAL HEADING OF TB""E MASTER LIST

Master Lis t and Studi es

Author

No.

Per
Cent

*2. A Study ,of Effeotiveness of.
3.
4.

6.

a Program of Elementary
Sohool Supervision
Greenfield
Does Supervision Pay?
Ogle
Supervisory Visits and Teaoher Rating Devioes
. MoGinnis
Evaluating the Effeotiveness
of Student Teaohing'
Rugen
A'Teohnique for Measuring
Brueckner
the Effeotiveness of Superand
vision
Cutright

Total

5

, *rndioates the artioles that are duplioates whioh
are not included in the total

6.1
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These studies were distributed among the major
headings as follows: objectives of supervision and
philosophy of supervision, 1; teachers'attitudes toward
supervision, 12;

report~

of aotual programs of super-

vision, 10; qualifioation of supervisors, 1; organization for supervision. 8; Job

analys~s

of supervision, 14

and two duplicates; what to look 'for in supervision. 16;
relative value and frequenoy of use of different devices
in supervision, 3 and four duplicates; different devices
in supervision as such and their value. 9; special supervision of school subjects, 4; evaluating the results of
supervision, 4 and one duplioation.
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B.

OBJECTIVES OF SUPERVISION AND
PHILOSOPHY OF SUPERVISORS

In the past, it was the writer's opinion that
there was a direot need for the formulation of obJeotives
on the part of the supervisors.

There seemed to be a

laok of olear thinking about the broader purposes of
education.

There appeared to be too many supervisors

me~ely

supervised, without giving much thought to

who

the ends to be acoomplished.
is of the opinion that

At the present, the writer

su~ervisors

for definite objeotives and aims.

are aware of the need
Recent research, in

a large part, bears out this opinion.
Bradyl attempted to determine the objectives employed by thirty-seven supervisors.
With each department head.

He ha.d an interview

The findings reveal these

interesting facts:
1.

The supervisors believed that the program of

the department should be in harmony With the philosophy
of the·state department of education, of the superintendent of schools and his staff.
2.

They believed that the supervisor should as-

sist in the modification of the elements of the
as set forth in the objectives in light of:

lDavid B. Brady, Study number 10.

progr~

(a) the

C.

TEACHERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD SUPERVISION

It is an aooepted fact that mutual understanding
between supervisor and teacher is basic to effeotive supervision.

The importanoe of rapport oan hardly be over-

estimated.

Do student-teaohers have the same attitudes

as their supervisors toward supervisory principles and
techniques?

Do teaohers in the field agree with the super-

visors' jUdgments of the best procedures in supervision?
A number of research studies were found in magazine literature

~rom

1925 to 1935 that attempted to answer questions

ooncerning teachers' attitUdes.
Shannon 2 obtained data from 481 teaohers at various
levels of teaohing to find the effeotiveness of supervision

2John R. Shannon, Study nwnb.er 68.

.
as they saw it.
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/

Eighty-six per cent of the teaohers

ragarded supervision as helpful and welcome.

These

teaohers thought that the best supervision was soientific and demooratic.

Fifty-six per cent said

~hat

the

supervision which they had reoeived was child centered
rather than sUbjeot oentered.
supervision that was

helpf~l

The teaohers thought
consisted of oonstruotive

and helpful criticism from sympathetic supervisors who
were well informed, and interested in children.

A few

teaohers expressed an unfavorable! attitude toward supervision.

•

They felt that too little time was given by

supervisors;

that "superVisors were not well informed;

and that they

g~ve

no

constr~ctive

or helpful suggestions.

Armstrong3 also oolleoted information regarding
ways in which teaohers thought supervisors were helpful.
Five ou.tstanding helpful activities were listed:

(a)

discovering and encouraging partiCUlar strengths in method
or in the personality of" the teacher;
~sohool

so as to prevent distraction;

(b)
(c)

teachers the objectives of each course;

organizing the
developing With

(d)

helping the

teaoher set standards of achievement for each olass;

(e)

and

helping the teacher keep abreast of late eduoational

movements.

The ways in which teaohers thOUght the super-

3 W. E •

.
Armstrong, StUdy number
74.
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visors were least helpful were: (a) trytng to help teache~s

develop a bibliography for the course; (b) trying

to make it possible for teachers to know all professional
organizations; (c) helping to make known to

~eachers

the

source of free material on teaching; (d) helping teachers
build up a working philosophy of education; and (e) trying
to acquaint teachers with the latest developments in psychology:.
Van Antwerp

4

.
reported a stUdy of the opinions of

one hundred fifty rural teachers regarding the effectiveness of the supervisory activities of Oakland Oounty.
Michigan.
writ~en

•

Sixty-two per cent of .the teachers preferred

criticism to oral criticism.

Seventy-three per

cent liked long visits rather than short ones.

Fifty-

eight per cent liked to be notified of visits in advance.
Eighteen per cent thought that strong points should be
emphasized rather than weak points; while forty-eight
per cent thought emphasis on both were valuable.

Ninety

per cent of the teachers said that a discussion' of weak
points was a great help and ninety-seven per cent stated
that supervisory visits had changed their methods of
teaching.

Ninety-three per cent of the teachers reported

~arriet Van Antwerp. StUdy number 79.
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that they felt at ease with the supervisors and ninetyn!ne per cent stated that they could discuss their problens frankly with the supervisors.

Demonstration lessons

appeared to be the most he lpt"ul type of teachers' meet ing.
Howev~r,

eighty-eight per cent felt that individual con-

ferences and meetings were equally' helpful.

Supervisory

bulletins prepared locally were thought to be less helpful
than any other means of supervision.
O
Nutt made one of the most systanatic studies of
this sort.

He sent questi,onnaires to teachers in three

different school systems, aSking them to do four things:
(a) state the helpful things that had been done; (b) state
the t,hings whioh had been done and were not helpful;
(c) indicate help that was needed but not given; (d) state
ways in whioh the supervisor may have been detrimental.
Replies were received from 231 teachers.

The data for

general and special supervisors were tabulated separately.
Some 624 values were found helpful in the work of the
general supervisors: e.g., encouragement, sympathy, and
favorable comments were mentioned 112 times.

Of the

things not helpful only fourteen were mentioned.

The

situation was not quite so favorable for special supervisors; however, some 372 helpful items were mentioned:

5H• W. Nutt. StUdy number 08.
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e.g., helpful suggestions, mentioned forty-five times;
detailed outlines or work, mentioned thirty-seven times;
and planning work, mentioned twenty-seven times.

There

were 275 non-helpful items mentioned: e.g., t90 much
work expected, mentioned seventy times; and too many
supervisors, mentioned fifty-one times.
LindqUist 6 oarried on a study in Oakland. California,
to disoover the extent to which the principles and proced~es

set up by the supervisory group were understood and

approved by the teachers of that sohool system.
suggestions received were:

Some

(a) more teaohing by super-

visors, mentioned ninety-two times; (b) faoulty meetings
poorly planned. mentioned forty times;

,

(0)

more small

group oonferenoes, mentioned thirty-eight ttmes; (d)
more pointed discussion of problens. mentioned thirtyfive times; (e) more denonstrations. mentioned thirtyfour times; (f) longer and more frequent visits, mentioned twenty-four times; and (g) less inspection, mentioned twenty-three times.
Hughes'

7

questionnaire study of 451 teaohers re-

vealed many interesting things.

The writer found that

6R• D. Lindquist, Study number 44.
7J. M. ffughes, StUdy number 36.
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the large number of reflections inoluded by the teaohers
in"their answers to the inquiries. oould be olassified
into three types of attitudes toward supervision.
first and most cammon attitude discernible

wa~

The

one of

sympathetic apology for the present status of supervision.
This attitude was often expreseedwhen there had been
a total lack of olassroom visitation for the semester.
The second most common attitude expressed by the teachers
was an attitude of disrespect and antipathy for

supervisio~.

The third attitUde. which was fairly common. was an attitude of felt need for sympathetic. construotive help.
Halter and FrederiCk8 obtained the opinions of
the
•

b~st

supervisory practioes from 119 seniors completing

a half year's teaching in the practioe sohools. twelve
supervisors of the praotice sohools. and forty-seven
teachers.

The writer found that the supervisor and the

superVised differed markedly in their attitude toward
oommon supervisory prinoiples and teohniques.

The su-

pervision class and the supervisors thought that they
should visit the teachers twice a week.
teachers thought once a week enough.

The student

The supervision

. olass and supervisors expressed belief in twenty minutes
to entire period visits.

The student teaohers wanted

8 H. Halter and Frederick. StUdy number 27.
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ten minute visits.

Student teachers did not appreoiate

the importanoe of announoed visits.

The majority of

supervisors and the olass of supervision did appreciate
announced visits.
Smith. Swiokey. and Benton

9

sent questionnaires

to superintendents, principals, and teachers to determine
their opinions of teaohers' personal rights and teaohers'
d:1I.t!~·Ii.

The questionnaires revealed that the teachers

had a high sense of duty; that their professional intentions were exoellent; that they had a prevailing
modern urge for freedom and self-expression.

The replies

also show that the teaohers were amenable to suggestions
from their leaders; that they. their principal. and their
superintendents were of the opinion that direotions oan
best be given to individuals when needed; that burdensome
rules and regulations to enforce teaoher study is neither
wise nor neoessary.
10
Cook
made a questionnaire study of forty-three
teachers' ideas of helpful supervision.

lier findings re-

veal the following information:
1.

The first five qualities which seam desirable

in a supervisor in order of their importance are helpful-

9Bertha Smith, Ruth Swickey, and R. M. Benton,
StUdy number 72.
10Selda Cook, Study number 18.
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ness, sympathy, exeoutive ability, pleasant manner, and
tact.
2.

The first qualities espeoially objeotionable

in supervision are: a domineering attitude,

~just

oriti-

cism, partiality, destruotive oritioism, and insincerity.
3.

Ways in whioh the supervisors could render help

are: through constructive criticism, d.emonstration of
model lessons, conferences, teaching by supervisors, and
respecting the rights ot teachers.
ll
Valentine
has tried with 'sucoess through questionnaires to ascertain teachers' reactions in regard to the
policies of their supervisors.

The writer received ninety-

eight replies from teachers in rural, small town, and city
schools in California.

He found that the teachers ap-

proved of the following items listed in order of importance:

1.

Office hours for teachers seeking help.

2.

Classroom demonstrations when requested.

3.

Instructional group meetings with new teaohers.

4.

Plan with new teacher individually.

5.

Advise and assist in the colleotion of materi-

als, visual aids, etc.
12
Betts
made a questionnaire study in order to
IIp. T. Valentine, StUdy number 78.
12George Betts, StUdy number 9.

!~l
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:1

,!

'j

determine teacher's interpretation of the problems or
difficulties most frequently met in the public school
room.

The writer found that 451 teachers placed problems

growing out of sohool attitudes and oonduot
of the list of ten other big problems.

a~

the head

Diffioulties

conneoted with pupils' stUdy and lesson getting came
second, and those related to teachers' presentations of
the lessons are third.
Kart 13 made a stUdy to obtain teaohers' attitudes
toward superviSion.

He sent questionnaires to the teach-

ers of twenty-two high schools in Michigan.

The teachers

felt that the supervisors visited too infrequently;
that they did not offer construotive suggestions; and
that they did more rating than supervising.
D. REPORTS OF ACTUAL PROGRAMS OF SUPERVISION

The writer does not know of any question in the
field of supervision that is more important than the
question of the relative effeotiveness of supervisory
programs in schools.

There is, however, a doubt in the

writer's mind as to the suitability of classifying this
material as researoh in supervision of instruotion.

l~elvin Hart, Study number 30.

Sinoe
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-

the Review of Eduoational Researoh inoluded artioles of
this nature in its bibliography, the writer also inoluded
suoh reterenoes in her study.
xnudsen,14 writing in 1930, gave an aooount of a
progr~

of high school supervision that was inaugurated

and direoted in ten high schools of Webster Parish, Louisiana.
The main features of the plan are as follows:
1.

Evaluation of teaohing.

2.

Hold conferences With the teaohers.

3.

Use the data obtained from observation in

order to determine whether improvement has been made
and to make suggestions for improvement.
This type of program emphasized the neoessity of
relying less on general impressions about teaohing.
Cressman 15 desoribes an unusual type of program
used in the rural distriots of Pennsylvania.

Beoause

of the neoessarily infrequent contacts between teachers
and supervisors. it was found that the campaign type of
-

supervision was most effective.

The usual plan was to

emphasize one major subject and one minor SUbject each
year, the minor subjeot frequently having been the major

l4Charles KnUdsen, Study number 41.
l5George Cressman. Study number 20.
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of the preceding year.

.

The county institute meeting was

held a week before school opened to determine the obJectives for the year's work.

Teachers' meetings and

standard tests were the two supervisory devices used to
improve the teaching.
Simpson l6 reported a program of constructive supervision in which the demonstration,teacher was used to
strengt,hen the work of weak teachers,

This plan was the

result of the organized thought of forty-five elementary
school principals and approximately one thousand teachers.
The teaChers were asked to fill Qut blanks showing their
needs, if they wanted a demonstration given for their
benefit.

The teacher who was chosen to give the demonstra-

tion used the information to prepare her lesson.
17
McFarland
describes an interesting experiment
with the proJect method of teaching.

The writer describes

Just how the program was initiated from the need of information of local history.
and fourth grades.
plan making.

The work began with the third

Meetings were held for discussion and

Finally teachers of every grade from the

third up to the senior high school were working on the

l~abel Simpson, StUdy number 46.
17Blanche McFarland, StUdy number qI.
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proJeot.

It is the writer's belief that the way to teaoh

by·the proJeot method is to work out a projeot.
:Minor18 reports just how she improved her teaohers
through demonstrations.

She made out a list o.f nine

questions with sub-points to help direct the teaoher's
observation of the different demonstrations.

This list

was mimeographed and oopies were sent to the t eaohers.
After the demonstration, the supervisor called a meeting.
Stenographic reports of the lesson taught were mimeographed.
and used for discussion dU~ing the meeting.
Smith19 made a survey of the principals of the
elementary school so that she could enlist their interest
and c9-operation in assuming the responsibility of supervising first grade reading.
She next prepared a draft of standards and invited
a commit,tee of five principals to work with her.

Next,

a series of meetings were oonducted with the prinoipals
for sixteen weeks.

Eaoh meeting was divided into three

parts:
1.

A baokground leoture.

2.

Observation in the olassroom.

3.

Round table discussion.

lSRuby Minor, Study number 52.
19Nila Smith, study number 78.
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The supervisor opened each meeting with a lecture
on some aspect of modern reading methods that was being
studied at the time.

When the observations were over,

the principals and supervisors withdrew for oonference.
The same general procedure was used until training had
been given in all stages of the method.
20
Barr gives an account of ·how the supervisors in
Detroit Public Schools worked out their program of teacher

..

eo-operation.
~hese

supervisors

~lso

realized the tmportance

of giving the good ideas of one teacher to all teachers.
So they constructed a plan for the conservation of instruction~l

ideas derived from the teaching body, through re-

ports from teachers themselves.
were

graded~A,n

were used; the
the

Ito"

"B," and "0."

~"

The teaohers' suggestions
The "A" graded

suggestion~

graded suggestions were worked on; and

graded suggest ions were thrown out.

Then to secure the real problem of classroom instruction, the department sent out questionnaires to each
teacher aSking for his suggestions and his problems.
After the1nformat1on was supplied, the department sent

20A• S. Barr, Study number 4.
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oui a oompiled list to all teachers with the hope that
they would use some of the problems in planning investigations in various fields of instruotion.
21 reports a brief survey of the plan adopted
Hahn
in San Franoisoo. where. supervisory prooedures were made
to follow the aims of modern eduoation in kindergarten and
primary grades.

This was

starte~

in 1923 •. when three

sohools were seleoted as "tryout centers."

The writer

suggests that many ohanges were made. oonferences were
held. and much outside reading w.s done.

The school rooms

were arranged as suitable plaoes for actiVity programs.
rhe supervisors gave demonstrations in all grades.

Then

after a year of intensified work. the three schools were
opened to the principals of all the other sohools. who
spent the entire day observing demonstrations.

Then vis-

iting days were soheduled for the teaohers. and they spent
their time in the same manner that the prinoipals did.
Hahn found that the results were favorable for this
type of "unified aotivity" program.
- Hayes 22 reports how the supervisor in the Omaha
Teohnical-High Sohool organized his teaohers into committees,

2lJulia Hahn. StUdy number 26.
22Fannie Hayes. Study number 31.
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so that they could study their own problems and o:rfer suggestions for improvement.
Seven committees of teachers were formed with an
English teacher on each. because they wanted.to find out
just how English could be improved.

The results are yet

Unknown , but Hayes believes that this- is a start toward
demooratic, co-operative, scientific supervision.
_Stanton 23 de~cribes an experiment that was oarried
on in Westminister, Massachusetts.

At the opening of

sohool. fifteen teaohers ,were called together for an allday meeting of discussion and distribution of test forms,
and for instructions in giving the test.

After the teaoher

had,given the test to ner pupils for the first time. she
analyzed them to find out just where emphasis was needed.
At the end of the year. when the ohildren were re-tested •.
Westminister teaohers and supervisors discovered that
there had been some improvement as a result of the experiment.
E. QUALIFICATIONS OF SUPERVISORS
There is a general belief that advance in supervision .
of instruction must come through application of scientifio

2~arian Stanton. StUdy number 74.
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methods in the classroom and through the use of tested
materials.

Scientific method in supervision of instruction,

as in the natural sciences, implies first hand observation
and study of significant facts and problems.

Supervision

through these studies fina valid and conclusive answers
to questions relating to the education of children and
assisting

teachers~'

There have

b~en

studies made that

agree w.ith these beliefs.
24
Nea1
reports the opinions of forty superintendents,
obtained in a recent investigation.

The findings show the

following tabulations in order of importance:
1.

The supervisor must be able to work with people.

2.

She must have initiative and understanding.

3.

She must be able to supervise teachers.

This

implies suocessful teaching experience, expert knowledge
and ability to demonstrate her ideas or to select good
teachers to demonstrate them.
4.

She must have professional training of a high

5.

She must stimulate teachers to do their best.

This point implies attitude and might head the list, for
without attitude, success is not Possible.

24mlma Neal, Study number 56.
. I
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~

F. ORGANIZATION FOR SUPERVISION

'I

"I
'I

;

'11

j

Although our teohnique for training prinoipals and

:1

f

superintendents to assume supervisory responsibilities

1
I

i

is somewhat indefinite and in an undeveloped state, there
has been some worth-while programs developed in various
school systems.
The writer believes reports of suooess in suoh
organizations enoourage others to adopt similar programs.
Melby25 gives a descriptio~ of the supervisory organizations in cities of 10.000 to 20,000 population.
get this

info~ation

he sent out questionnaires.

To

Completed

returns were reoeived from l7l,or almost exactly half of
the total number.

He found that the typical supervisory

organizations in the cities (1) employed art, musto, and
physical eduoation supervisors, (2) employed a high school
principal and gave him no teaching duties, (3) employed
six elementary sohool prinoipals with time proportioned
for supervision and teaching, and (4) employed a prinoipal
whose teaohing load was independent of training and experienoe.
Melby also found that more music supervisors were
~".,

...

-

20Ernest O. Melby, Study number 51.
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employed by a larger proportion of cities than any other
~peoial

supervisors.· Thirty-six per eent of the schools

employed a school nurse and nearly one-half of the elementary sehool principals in these cities were full time
teaohers.
Gist 26 reports a questionnaire study of tendencies
in the organization and administration of supervision.
He received eighty-eight replies or 61.S per oent of the
total number of questionnaires sent out.

Refound the

tendencies were as follows:
1.

To lessen if not to eliminate the administrative

duties of the speoial supervisor.
2.

To inorease the responsibility of the principal

in supervision.
3.

A tendenoy to regard uhe supervisor as a oon-

sulting expert to assist the teaohers and the prinoipal.
4.

A tendenoy to reoognize oommon aims and pur-

poses 1n seouring higher .standards of attainment.
27
Perrin
a 1so ma d e a ques ti onnaire s.tudy of the
organization of supervision.

He obtained replies from

26Arthur Gist, StUdy number 24.
27
.. Ambrose H. Perrin, Study number 62.
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28 0 • W. Crandell, Study number 19.
29Helen Shone, Study number 70.
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of over 65.000 in population to find out the co-ordination of aotivities between speoial supervisors and the
prinoipal.

In answer to the question of the prinoipal's

responsibility for the subject in which special supervisors
were employed:
1.

Over 72 per oent had some responsibility for

special subjects.
12.~per

2.

Forty-one, or

cent, felt no responsi-

3.

Fourteen and five-tenths per cent were not

bility.

sure and did not answer.
She found that the types of responsibilities for
speoial subjects were:
,

1.

Carry out the supervisor's direotions or poli-

2.

Prinoipal fully responsible, 15.1

3.

General checking,

oies.

4.

..
Co-operative,

12.~

17.0

The relation of the general supervisor with the
principal was co-operative in nature in some oases.

In

other oases., the principals considered themselves as final
authorities.

53

Melby30 describes practices in the organization' of
high school supervision in cities having a population between 10,000 and 20,000.
were:

lie found the general tendenoies

Usually the superint'endent assisted by several

supervisors and bUilding prinoipals made up the supervisory
staff.
'I

Supervision s;eemed to be a' joint undertaking of

the prinoipal and the superintendent of sohools, and teaohers received S4ggestlons from, both.

fhe exaot division

of responsibility in an individual sohool system was hard
to determine.
31
'
lieffernan reports supervisory praotioes in rural
California.

She tells that in 1930-3,1, 166 rural super-

visors afforded gUidanoe to the eduoational program of
thirty per oent of California's elementary sohool ohildren
in fifty-four counties.

In most counties, a general rural

supervisor provides the first supervisory services available.

Additional general supervisors and supervisors of

one or more special subjeots are added as looal oircumstances indicate need.

In the spring of eaoh year, all

rural supery1sors submit a report indioating their aooomplishments and failures.

Additional information is

30mrnest O. Melby, Study number 49.
3lffelen Keffernan, study number 32.
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reported in the state wide rural education program eaoh
year.

The oareful record of supervisory aotivities, the

evaluation of each year's work and a pro3eoted program
for the next year is required of each supervisor.
Nystrom 32 reports· just how the speoial supervisors
worked out their three supervisory·problems relating to
the philosophy and functionso! s.peoial supervision.
group m&.king the study
sohools, assistant

1nclud~d

The

the superintendent of

super~ntendent.

assistant to the su-

perintendent, who directed the stUdy, direotors of departments, direotors of researCh, and supervisors in special
fields.

The supervisory program was divided into a series

of six steps:

Step I was a presentation of the work of

eaohdepartment by the supervisor in charge to acquaint
the group as a whole.with the problems of each department.
Step II was a supervisory survey for the puPpose of determining significant faotors affecting service.

step III

was a study of the development of bulletins and courses
of study.

Step IV was a stUdy of the supervisory activi-

ties used in training teachers in servioe.

Step V was a

program of practice and evaluation of supervisory activities tried out by special supervisors.

32Ellen Nystrom, Study number 69.

Step VI was the
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formulation of a statement of the major funotions of the
supervisor and principal in speoial subjects.
G.

JOB ANALYSIS OF SUPERVISION

Many supervisors find it difficult to decide just
what they should do.

This is probably due to the faot

that supervision of instruction mu.st be adopted to fit
all types of teaohing situations.

There are a great num-

ber of opinions and a few studies that attempt to point
out the most desirable aot.ivities of the supervisor.

The

writer found some of these studies in which attempts were
made to analyze the work of the supervisor and to determine
his duties.
Hughes 33 reported a questionnaire study of the
supervisory policies in olassroom visitation. \ The infor\

mation was obtained from 451 teachers.
veal that the school officers who assume
for class visitation were:

The findings re~esponsibility

the superintendent of schools

and the principal and the special subject supervisor.
The writer also found that:

the principal made

more supervisory visits than either the superintendent
or the supervisor; the supervisor spent more time with the

33 J • M. Hughes. Study number 36.
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teacher during the visit; the supervisor gave more written suggestions to teachers after each visit.
Herron54 gives a summary ot an evaluation of the
six agencies oommonly employed by supervisors in the improvanent of teachers in service. viz., classroom visitation, direoted teaching. denonstration teaching, directed
observation, individual conference. and teachers' meetings.
!he writer made a check list of supervisory activities
and asked supervisors to rate each item ot the check list
i

~s

1'i

(0)

of: (a) major importance; (b) minor importanoe; or
no imporianoe.

'I

A oomposite tabulation of the ratings of the entire

:,1

,!

,I

;1

group of jUdges 'on each item of the check list revealed

I

'that

~

of the activities relating to nConstructing and Revising

~

~ore than

90 per cent of the jury would make the

slementary supervieor of instruotion responeible for all
the Curriculum" and Itplanning supervision," while less than
80 per oent of the jUdges recognize this offioer as responsible for the activities relating to performing clerical duties.
Mead36 disoovered trom the ideas of supervisor,

34Allen Herron, Study number 53.
50 Cyrus Mead, StUdy number 48.
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teaoher, ,and prinoipal: in an elementary eduoation seminar,
what they regarded as the oardinal duties of a supervisor,
or an elementary prinoipal aoting as supervisor.

He oare-

fUlly studied and oondensed the various jUdgments into the
following six olasses:

(l)

to inspire and lead;

(2)

to

improve instruotion; (3) to improve ourrioula; (4) to evaluat~

text material; C5} to

administer~pproved mental

eduoational test; and (6) to strengthen the

teaoh~ng

and
staff.

Melby36 made a study of the methods whereby superintendents organize and direct the efforts of the supervisory staff.

He obtained' his data from a questionnaire

study of superintendents in oities ranging in size from
10,000 to 20,000.

He found that the typical superintendent

is assisted by a supervisory staff of ten members, made up
of six elementary sohool prinoipals, a high sohool prinoipal, an art supervisor, a musio supervisor, and a physioal'
eduoation supervisor.

The superintendents take an aotive

part in the detail of supervisory routine.

Nearly three-

fourths of them state that they visit olassrooms to help
teaohers improve instruotion.

Nearly the same number oall

teachers' meetings to discuss methods of teaching.

Only

nineteen per cent indicate that they make suggestions only
through principals and supervisors.

"

36Ernest

While the superintendent,

o. Melby, Study number 50.
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in theory, gives the principals much freedom of aotion, he
continues in most cases to participate in the actual supervisory procedure.

In special supervision on the other

hand, the supervisor enjoys almost complete

f~eedom,

not

only in theory but in faet.
The writer felt that it was'difficult to see how
the superintendent can give proper. attention to the problem of qrganizing and direoting the work of his supervisors
if he attempts to deal with the details of supervisory work.
Flowers37 sought the answer to the question of the
important phase of work of the elementary school principal
from teaohers, supervisors, superintendents, students of
education, professors of eduoation, and elementary school
>

principals themselves.
Of 192 replying, 107 ranked supervision first.

Of

the thirty-eight principals who replied, 50 per cent
ranked supervision first, and 50 per cent ranked administration first.

The writer, from an analysis of the princi-

pal's daily record of duties, found that:
1.

Administrative duties take up 44.8 per cent

of the principal's time in Baltimore.
2.

Supervisory duties take up 30 per cent of the

37 Ida Flowers, Study number 22.
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principai'~ t~e.

3.

Clerical duties take up 16 per cent of the

principal's time.
4.

Oommunity and miscellaneous aotivities take

up 75 per oent of the principal's time.
Benson38 reports an investigation made by ten st.
,". .'
I'

Ii

Louis principals of the manner in,which th~ir time was

I

spent during a school day.

I

The writer acted as the com-

piler of the data obtained for the principalts daily record sheets. His conclusions were~ (1) Less than 34 per
oent of the time was spent by these prinoipals in supervision; (2) Twelve and one-half per oent of the principal's
time was spent in olerioal duties; and (3) The rest of his
time was devoted to 8mninistration, community relations,
and personal matters,
39
X1ble made an analysis of the activities of rural
school supervisors in Wisconsin.

He asked the supeI'visors

to keep an accurate record for twelve days of the time
spent in di.strict professional activities.
When the writer analyzed the records, he found that
there was a list of sixty-five distinct types of professional activities performed.

lie then made copies of the list

38 1 • J. Benson, StUdy number 8.

39Delia Klble, StUdy number 40.
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and sent them to supervising teachers, county superintendents in Wisconsin, and to state supervisors in several
other states with the request that they rank in order of
relative importance the various aotivities listed.

They

drew the following conclusions from the rankings:
1.

Activities involved in field visitation ranked

first, e.g., (a) olass observation) (b) oonferences with
teachers, and (c) preparing for conference, writing suggestions to teaohers.
2.

Offioe aotivities ranked seoond.

3.

Transportation ranked third.

4.

Misoellaneous aotivities ranked last, e.g.,

oounty meetings, fair exhibit work, seotional meetings.
It seems that the supervisor gave more time to
supervisory activities than to office duties.
Tiegs 40 made a study of the aotivities of the
special supervisors by analyzing their daily reports.

He

found speoial supervisors of art, writing, nature study,
home eoonomics, manual training and physioal training.
following list of aotivities was suggested:
1.

Building demonstration teaching.

2.

Seotional demonstration teaching.

4~. W. Tiegs, Study number 76.
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3.

alass observation.

4.

Building materials.

5.

Seotional meetings.

6.

Conferenoes with teaohers.

7.

Conferenoes with principals.

8.

Preparation of bulletin 'on use of text materials,

teohniques, eto.
9.

Tests, oonstruotion, use, eto.

10.

Texts, distribution and oontrol.
O'Brien41 reported a questi~nnaire study made to

determine the job of the county superintendents of Kansas.
The writer found that the supervision of a majority of
pupils and teaohers in the elementary sohools of the state

1s dependent almost entirely upon the county superintendent of schools.

This official makes approximately one

visit a year, averaging one and a quarter hours to each
rural sohool in the oounty.

The distribution of his time

during suoh visits indicates that approximately half the
visit is devoted to activities that pertain to supervision
of instruction.

,

A majority of the superintendents have

not had previous experienoe in supervision and some are

41F • p. O'Brien, Study number 60.
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without experience in elementary school training.

Their

restricted schooling makes it unlikely that they will
realize the large possibilities of the position.

The

writer also found that the $alary is too small to attract
the type of supervisory officer that is so urgently needed.
Perr1n42 made a study of the activities of the general
supervisor in city schools by the questionnaire method.

lie

summarized sixty questionnaires and found that the general
supervisor was generally known as the elementary, or grade
supervisor.

The unit of supervision was from the kinder-

garten through the sixth grade.

Supervision from the

kindergarten through the third grade is a close second,
General
supervisors did not visit on a regUlar schedule
,
as evidenoed by forty-eight negative answers out of f1ftyeight replies.

General supervisors tended to visit each

teacher once in four weeks; many visit "acoording to need,"
The tendency in the smaller eities was to visit frequently; in the larger cities infrequently.

The observational

visits to the olassroom were oommonly thirty minutes in
length.

General supervisors ordinarily k~t a reoord of

the visits made, but they did not use a form blank tor
reporting to the teacher.

The writer also found that the

42Ambrose Perrin, Study number 62.
",
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best follow up device after a class-room visit was a conterence with the teacher.
The general supervisor carried on many activities
in oonneotion with her classroom visits.

The.most im-

portant were evaluating lessons, suggesting remedial
measures, checking on previous

sugges~ions,

noticing

physical oonditions, instigating projects, teaching for
demonstration, giving standard test, and making special
promotions.

Certain activities other than classroom

activities were carried on. in the bUildings visited.
Greenfield43 made an evaluation of a program of
elementary school supervision.
lQwi~g

He reports that the fol-

supervisory activities were employed to interest

and assist the teachers: (1) classroom Visitation; (2) individual conferences; (3) professional reading; (4) use
Of

teac~ers'

rating soale; (5) promoting attendance at

summer school; (6) travel; (7) school exhibits and nopenhouse~;

and (8) selection of text and reference material.
Jaggers 44 reported a stUdy that was made in order

to determine the status of service rendered rural schools
by staff members of the state department of education.

,.

,,
I

,I'

I,
,I

.,

43B• L. Greenfield, study number 25
44a. E•. Jaggers, study number 38.
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Out of thirty-nine states answering the inquiry, twentyfive had well-defined groups of workers who rendered
servioes to rural schools, while fourteen states rendered
servioes to all sohools rural and. urban.

A oheok list

was sent to each state to determine their supervisory
devioes.
(1)

The results of this study showed the following:

all states held group conferenoes in which looal and

state school supervisors :part1.cipated;

(2) county oonfer-

enoes were used for the purpose of organizing the school
program for the year;

(3) in thirty-thre~ states, rural

supervisors rendered service to looal sohool administrators by means of sohool surveys.
Carr 45 report~d a survey of salaries of members of
the supervisory staff.

There were 1,989 cities reporting.

The findings show that the median salaries paid during
the year 1935, in cities with a population of 100,000 or
more were:
1.

Kindergarten supervisors received $3,125.

2.

Primary supervisors received $2,a58.

3.

Intermediate supervisors received $2,850.

45William G. Carr, Study number 15.
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4.

Grammar grade supervisors reoeived $2.850.

5.

Junior high sohool supervisors received $3.400.
Waddel1 46 made a questionnaire study o~ the needs

of student teaohers.
members

o~

the

Answers were received

trainingsta~f ~rom

f~om

forty

three training schools.

The needs listed were: attitudes; abilities and skills;
knowledge: problems

o~

teaching technique; problems of

olass management; personal limitations and handicaps; and
limitations of time and
than fifty

separ~te

ers who replied.

e~fort.

Under these headings more

items .were listed by the forty teach-

It was obvious, that many of these de-

fioiencies were chargeable to the nature and method

o~

the

stud~nts'

preliminary training.
47
Hampton
secured data for this study from diaries

kept by elementary school principals.
of their duties.

He obtained a list

These duties were studied and classified

as to their purposes and the per cent of time devoted to
each.
o~

The per cent of time was based on 2516 school days

130 principals; supervision of instruction. 18.8;

stimulating professional growth and study, .18; improving
conditions for teaching, 4.2; administrative activities
of principals, 65.36: social activities. 2.26; teaching
duties. 3.94; clerical work, 8.02; and miscellaneous

460harles Waddell. Study number 80.
47'

William O. Hampton. Study number 28.
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act1v1 t1es. .34.

Morrison

48

reported a questionnaire study in whioh

sixty-two aoademio and vooational teaohers and 158 elementary sohool teaohers partioipated.
the following questions:

Eaoh

teao~er

answered

What is the most valuable help

you have reoeived from prinoipals,' assistant superintendent,
or sapervisor?
like to have?

What speoifio supervisory help would you
The survey showed that among the helps

reoeived from prinoipals the following were named:

per-

sonal conferenoe; help in ,improving olassroom management;
teaohers' meetings; direotion of professional study; provision of materials; and olass aids.
From the assistant superintendent and supervisor,
the following were named:

personal oOnferenoe; teaohing

the olass; direoting the teaohing of model lessons; and
organization of group "teaohers' meetings. Jt

The speoifio

supervisory help that the teaohers wanted was:

specific

plans and methods given by the supervisor; more definite
outlines of work to be done; and supervisory help that
would help them grow.

There were three out of 220 teaoh-

ers who requested supervisory help that would enable them
to grow in their work.

48

J. C. Morrison, Study number 55.
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H. WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN SUPERVISION

The writer has formed the opinion as a student of
supervision of instruation and from the writings of others
on the problem that supervisors must know the elements of
the work of their teaahers before they oan give oonstruative
supervisory assistanoe.

Many

investigators have disoovered

valid elements in teaohing whioh oharacterized good instruction anywhere and every where.

Therefore, there is

no longer an 'excuse for supervisors to visit the teacher's
classroom "to see what they oan see."
4S
Barr and Rudisell
reported the diffioulties of
beginning teaohers as follows:

difficulty with controlling

pupils; diffiaulty with presentation of subject,matter;
difficulty with organization of subject matter; difficulty
with making assignments; difficulty with teaoher-pupil
participation in recitation; and difficulty in measuring
aohievement.
The writers found the difficulties that tend to decrease with experienoe were:

oontrol over pupils; pre-

sentation of subjeot matter; measuring achievement; teaoherpupil participation in the recitation; and teacher preparation.

"

4S A• S. Barr and Mabel Rudisell, Study number 7.
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Johnson and Umstattd

50

listed the following as the

most frequently ooourring diffioulties, as a result of a
study:

remedial instruotion, use of test results, diag-

nostic testing, provision for individual

dif~erenoes,

train-

ing in habits of study, disoipline,olassroom management,
questioning, motivation, assignment, and utilizing student
participation.
51
attempted an evaluation of the effioienoy
Monroe
of teaching.

lie asked a class of graduate students to

list the observable oharaoteristios whioh might be oonsidered as signifioant indioes of a teaoher's effioienoy
as an instruotor.
;:

The list submitted exhibited so muoh

variation
that a synthesis was not possible.
,

A oomposite

Ii

list of oharaoteristios was prepared and submitted to the

tl11

alass for evaluation.

~

mark those oharacteristios which they oonsidered highly

h
u

The students were instruoted to

f'

~I

significant as indioes of teaohing effioienoy.
ranking highest were as follows:

Those

the number of thOUght

qu.estions asked by teaoher; the number of faot questions
asked by teaohers; the number of poorly worded questions
asked by teaoher; the number of pu.pils given an opportunity
to oontribute to the olass discussion; the number of gram:,
"
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50 p • O. Johnson and J. Umstattd, StUdy number 39.
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d

51Walter Monroe, StUdy number 53.
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matical errors made by teacher; the number of minutes
elapsing between the beginning of the class period and
the beginning of instruction.
52

Bamberger

reports a study made by a

~oup

of

forty-eight supervising principals in a class in supervision at Johns Hopkins University. 'They were asked to prepare a list of factors whichevidenoe skill in teaching.
They listed such items as changes wrought in children by
quiokening their interest; improving their ability to
think; developing their growth of oharacter.

They also

listed suoh itans as changes noted in teaohers by increased
skill in teaching; by inoreased power to speak and explain;
and an improvement in techniques of class instruction.
53
made a study of significant relationship
Barr
between teacher activity and pupil response.
phases studied were:
vity analysis.

Some of the

(1) pupil attention; (2) time acti-

The writer used a time chart which is

merely a device for recording accurately and objectively
what goes on in the classroom.

The observer recorded on a

linear time line the happenings during the recitation.
kind of data obtained are:

the average length of pupilla

response; the average length of time between questions;

"

The

52Florenoe Bamberger. Study number 2.
53A• S. Barr. Study number 5.
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the number of questions preceded by comments; the average
. number of hands raised.
54
Dodd reported a study of the opinions of sixty
principals who kept a record over a three-year period of
the chief factors Which contributed to both good and poor
teaching.

The writer reported these

contributed to good teaching:

~ive

factors that

daily classroom plans and

preparation were mentioned thirty times; recognition of
individual needs of children was

~entioned

thirty times;

energy and enthusiasm were mentioned twenty-five times;
good health was mentioned twenty-five times; sympathetic
understanding of children was mentioned twenty-three times.
, Hildreth55 aSked students to list important knowledge. Skills. and techniques which their experience showed
they needed.
were:

The six most important of those reported

they should have a mastery of the subject matter

to be taught; they should know how to teach children; they
should know how to construct lesson plans; they should have
a

know~edge

of the subjects of all grades; they should

know how to gain and hold the interest of pupils.

Hil-

dreth also asked supervisors to state what knowledges and

5~. Dodd. Study number 21.
.

,

55 G1enn Klldreth. Study number 34 •
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potentialities student teachers should

ha~e

before begin-

ning their student teaohing.

The eight items listed as

most important by them were:

a real mastery of the subjeot

matter taught; an exemplary.personal life;

de~endability

in all relationships; a working knowledge of ohild psychology; a genuine love of children; initiative; originality; and a working philosophy of education.
Neely06 noted the diffioulties of rural teachers
in California needing the most supervisory help and the
techniques used by
rural school supervisors
. representative
.
in helping teachers remedy their difficulties.

The teach- '

ers in the primary rural schools needed the most help,
and all the teaohers who received supervisory assistance
for their own problems showed marked improvement.

These

specific improvements were listed by the writer:

reading
\.

aotivities changed from teacher dominated to co-operative
Pupil-teacher partioipation; teachers and supervisors

00-

operated in studying methods and children; better methods
of teaching were demonstrated; conferences and observa-

tions were used.
57
Barr
asked 106 superintendents, supervisors, and
principals to make a list of speoific items of teaohing
usually observed by them in classroom supervision.
56
I

07

Deta Neely, Study number 57.

A. S. Barr, Study number 3.

The
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items most frequently mentioned were:
in subject matter;

pupils' interest

physical condition of the rooms;

titudes of the pupils; pupil actiVities;
aim;

attitude of

teach~ra~d

pupils;

at-

definite teacher

the atmosphere of

classroom and the skill in teaching technique.
Butler58 personally made an'extensive and intensive
examination of literature pertaining to classroom management.

It had three logical

d~visions:

economy of time, and discipline.

physical oonditions,

The list of items finally

selected was chosen on,the basis of agreement of experts
in the field.

When he had completed the study, he had a

list of more than sixty items to be considered in classrQom management.
,
Laoey, Shannon, and Hollingsworth59 made a questionnaire study in which school teachers of twenty-five Indiana
elementary school systems participated.
came from 569 teachers.

Usable replies

Teachers answering the question-

naire indicated which group of SUbjects they found most
difficult to teach, and also which group they found easiest to teach.

Five of the most difficult subjects to

teach in the primary grades are:

nature study, language

and composition, arithmetio, citizenship, and reading.

58Frank Butler, Study number 14.
"

59Joy M. Lacey, J. R. Shannon, and Mary R. Hollingsworth; Study number 43.
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In the intermediate grades:

geography, history and civics,

language and composition, arithmetic

an~

reading.

easiest SUbjects to teach in the primary grades:
tic. reading. language and composition.
ate grades:

Five
arithme-

In the intermedi-

arithmetic, reading, language. and oomposition.

The writers found that both the primary and intermediate
grade teachers agreed that the tool SUbjects were the
easiest to teach, but there was greater agreement among
intermediate grade teachers concerning the sUbjeots most
difficult to teaoh than t:q.ere was among the primary t eaohers.

The writers also found that the causes for difficulty

most frequently listed are:

work in methods course unre-

late~ to actual olassroom practice; inadequate textbooks;

lack of any organized course of stUdy to follow; and difficulty in selecting and organizing units of work.
listed for e~se in teaching are:

Causes

personal liking for sub-

ject; thorough knowledge of SUbject matter; adequate textbook; and well organized course of study to follow.
60
Rose
reported a stUdy of the variation in results
of standard test given in the Tucson Schools.

It was ap-

parent that the new teachers were not securing the results
obtained by the old teachers.

"

.1

Approximately sixty per

60 e• E. Rose. Study number 65.
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oent of the old teaohers taught olasses whioh scored at.
or above the city median as compared with 41.9 per cent
of the new teachers.

However, the new teachers

seo~ed

better result s in the reasoning test in arithzr!.etic than
did the old teaohers.

The writer draws the oonclusion

the. t most new teaah.ers have more theory than they know
how to put into practice.

She also oonoludes that su-

pervisors could get some idea from test results, just
wherein the new teaohers were wealt.
Moore 61 reported a l;atudy of·' the difficulties recognized by elementary school teaohers.

Data were gathered

by personal interviews, diaries, and questionnaires.

The

large, groups of difficulties were related to administration, community relationships, pupil control, equipment,
individual differenoes, and instructional materials.

Dil-

ficulties relating to technique of instruction were those
most frequently recognized by both city and rural teachers.
Some of those difficulties were:

promoting desirable

habits. securing study aids, individualizing instruction,
teaohing reading, handling promotions and gUiding study.
The results of this study indicated that less emphasis
was being plaoed upon "disoipline" and more upon pupil
guidanoe than formerly.
.,

61Eoline Moore, Study number 54 •
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Shannon

62

made an analysis of the supervisory notes

made by critic teaohers in observing their student teaohers
and those made by supervisors of regular teachers in service.
The notes included in analysis covered over 1400 observations.

The results showed the following aotivities con-

sidered in supervisory notes:

questioning, lesson plan-

ning, making assignment, disoipline and classroom management, and teacher's knowledge of sUbjeot matter.

Some

personal and social traits mentioned in the supervisory
notes were:

stimulative power, self control, voioe, sym-

pathy, and alertness.
Humke and Fauqher 63 reported a study of types of
criticisms made by critio teaohers.

Data were secured from

the carbon copies of comments by critio teaohers in 964
recitations and 256 student teachers.

The points of

greateat strength of the student teachers, shown by the
study were:
signments.

economy of time; oonduct of recitation, asOther points were:

personality of teacher,

teachipg teohnique, and the teaohing as refleoted by the
pupils.

The study also indioated that oritio teaohers

almost always mentioned more good points in teaohing than
they did poor ones; that muoh stress was plaoed upon per-

62
"

J. R. Shannon, Study number 69

6~omer Humke and Warren Fauqher, Study number 37.
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sonal qualities of student teacher; that they also confined.
themselves to too few topics for crit ioism.
64
Selberg
made a study to determine the oommon
errors made by beginning, teachers in general ·science.

To

get material the writer analyzed the activities of twentyone student teachers in general

soie~ce

olasses.

After

he finished the analysis he conclnded that student teaohers find it difficult to apply the pedagogioal theories
and prinoiples to aotual olassroom teaching.

He also dis--

covered that many of their errors ocourred in preparation
of daily lessons, questioning, and oonducting the lessons.
I.

RELATIVE VALUE AND FREQUENCY OF USE
OF DIFFERENT DEVICES IN SUPERVISION

Most authorities in the field of supervision of
instruotion agree that the purpose of supervision is to
bring about oertain changes in growth and development of
pupils.

Therefore, an estimation of the worth of super-

vision may be approaohed through measuring the achievements
of pupils.

We must ranember t however t that theseohanges

are affected by means of ch,anges in teachers and a measurement of their improvement as a result of supervision.

64

Edith Selberg, Study number 67

"
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65
Armstrong
gathered information regarding the ways
in which supervisors were helpful to teachers.
in which they were helpful were:

Five ways

by discovering and en-

couraging particular strengths in method or in the personality of the teacher;

by organizing the school so as to

prevent distractions; by developing with teachers the objectives of each course; by helping the teacher set standards of achievement for each class;

and by helping the

teacher keep abreast of late educational movements.
The ways in which the teachers though t the supervisors'were least helpful were:

trying to help teachers

develop a bibliography for the course;

trying to make it

possible for teachers to know about all professional
organizations; helping to make known to teachers the source
of free material on teaching;

helping teachers build up

a working philosophy of education;

trying to acquaint

teachers with the latest developments in psychology.
Whitney66 reported a study that showed the trend in
methods of motivating the growth of teachers both in small
and large school systems.

In general he found the method

65W• E. Armstrong, Study number 1.
66F • Whitney, Study number
"

8l~
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quite similar.

The rank order of the superintendents'

jUdgments on effective methods used to promote the growth
of teachers in service are as follows in small systems:
general teachers' meetings at regular

interva~s;

classroom

visitation by superior officer; personal conferences;
group conferences on specific problems; measuring the
results of teaching with remedial suggestions; and reading professional literature. .
Large systems:

measuring the results of teaohing

with remedial measures; reading professional literature;
personal oonferenoes; group oonferenoes on specific problems; supervision by general or special supervisor; and
other teaohers.
Morrison 67 reported a study in which one hundred

visit~ng

and fifty-eight elementary teachers and sixty-two high
.,'
school teachers co-operated. Eaoh teaoher was aSked to
tell as definitely as possible what supervisory help from
her principal had been most· valuable; the most valuable
help She had reoeived from the assistant superintendent;
and what help she would like to have that had not been
given her.' The report showed the following:

teachers

gained most help from principals, through suggestions, in-

67 J • C. Morrison, Study number 55.
"
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..

spiration and co-operation gained in personal conferenoe.
the

s~pervisory

strength of the assistant

s~perintendent

lay in her ability to give teachers oonfidence in themselves; in taking charge of ·the class and demonstrating
to the teacher the methods or

teohniq~e

needed.

Two

ohief helps were requested by teaohers; they were:

that

the supervisor demonstrate by teaching the class; and
that the' supervisors' outlines, plans, and advice by specific.
Garretson

68

reported a study of the improvement of

the teaohing efficiency of teachers by principals.

The

writer prepared a check list covering five groups of aotivities:

olassroom visitation and demonstration teaching;

teaohers' meetings; additional college preparation; proressional reading; and experimentation and publication.
This list was sent to each of the ninety-eight
prinoipals of

p~blic

high schools in Oklahoma that were

then members of the North Central Association of Colleges
and Se09ndary Schools.

It was found that a majority of

the principals Visited teachers in their classrooms for the

68

Oliver Garretson, StUdy number 23.
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purpose of supervision, and they conferred with the teechers after visitation.

More than one-half the systems

had teachers' meetings, which were definitely planned.
Sixty-one per oent of the principals indicated that their
schools require periodical attendanoe at summer schools;
current professional literature was p!ovided for use by
the teaohing staff; and experimentation was favored more
in larger communities than in· smaller ones.
Brady

6g

made a study of the supervisory functions

of the department head and. directors of Rochester, New
York.

He obtained their objectives, methods of super-

vision, and the devices employed to aid them in supervision,
by interview.

This information was summarized under the

heading of objeotives and methods of supervision.

The

objectives were that the program of the department be in
harmony with the philosophy of the state department of education; that the teaching procedures Within the department involve subject matter of value and in harmony with
the objeotives as well as the fullest articulation with
the other departments of the school in subject matter,
stUdy methods, and school tradition.

69
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Some of the methods

Oliver Brady, Study number 10.
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were:

general programs, well organized to bring about

better eo-ordination within the department; small groups
of teachers ot closely related sUbjects were advocated;
and the administering a combination of visitati.on and
departmental unit "tests at intervals throughout the term
were propos.ed.
Valentine

70

.

reported an investigation conducted with

the twofold purpose of asoertaining what several supervisors.do in the aotual prooess ot elementary sohool super-.
vision.

The writer held personal conferences with ten

people of mature experienoe in general elementary supervision, both rural and urban, then the reports of these
confer;enoes were sent to teachers familiar with teaohing
under supervision.

Some of the items marked highest by

them ~ere as follows:

supervisors should hold office

hours tor teachers seeking help; give classroom demonstrations when requested; hold instruotional group meetings
with new teachers; plan with new teachers individually;
adVise and assist in the oollection of collateral materials;
help teachers with broad and suggestive recommendations;
and hold friendly personal conference with teachers following visits.
70
.

,

All of these items received votes equal to

P. Valentine, Study number 78 •
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more than fifty per oent of the total number of teaohers
responding.

This is an enoouraging indioation that the

funotion of the supervisor is generally approved.
71
Tidyman made a questionnaire study ot teachers in a
small school system.

They were asked two questions:

I

do teaohers leave the system?

i

to raise the quality of disoipline· and instruotion?

i

Why

What is supervision doing

The

I

teaohers entered into the matter in a commendable professional spirit and gave frank expression of opiniQn.

It

was their belief that teao;h.ers leave the system because
living conditions and discipline are not fair; that burden
of school work inoluding olerical work. opportunities for
sooial life and reoreation, and the attitude of the patrons
I

are not favorable.

The direot results of supervision are

very good but at the other extreme, little assistanoe·is
given in:

olass and individual diagnosis; demonstration

lessons; and in preparing and using tests.
J.

DIFFERENT DEVICES IN SUPERVISION
AS SUCH AND TBEIR VALUE

One,of theoriticisms made of supervision of instruetion is that it is not soientifio.

71
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What are the means by

W. F. Tidyman, Study number 77.
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which supervisors can make supervision more scientific?
What are the devices, methods, and means by which supervisors can improve instruction? A few researches were
found in periodical literature from 1921 to 1941, which
attempted to answer these'important questions.
Conferences.

72

>

Kyte· conducted

~n

investigation in

order to obtain an idea of the worth of supervisory conI

ferences.- He used fifty sets of stenographic records of
classroom teaching and supervisory conferences, given to
him by superintendents, grade supervisors, and principals
of elementary schools.

The writer found that the second

recitation taught, after the supervisory conferenoe was
clearly superior to the first recitation.

The writer also

found that the stenographic records of classroom teaching
were excellent for conferences because they furnished information concerning the strong and weak points of the
lessons taught.
St enograp hic repor t s.

...vOC k'lDg 73 reported the results

of an experiment carried on to determine the worth of the
stenographic report.

Theequivalent group method was

selected as the best method for the study.

72
.,
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George Kyte, Study number 42 •

Walter Oocking, Study number 17.

Ten sixth

84

grade geography classes were used, five olasses in thee.xpertment group and five olasses in the oontrol group.
The data secured from this

exper~ent

furnished strong

evidence to the effect that improvement in the teaching of
geography occurred in the experimental group.

Further-

more, the teaoher r s approval enhances the value of the
supervisory instrument.

It was true that the number of

teaohers in this instance was small; however, they unanimously aooepted the stenographio reports, used them, and
aotually ohanged their

tec~ique

Self supervision.

of teaohing.

Brueckner74

describes the su-

pervisory teohnique that was developed in the Minneapolis
School,s which aided the teacher in analyzing her method
of teaohing reading.

This teohnique is called a "time

activity analysis."

It involves a stUdy of the various

types of activities that could take place during a lesson
and the amount of time devoted to each aotivity.

The wri-

ter thought that the ohief value of the activity analysis
sheet was that it revealed wherein" the teaching was weak.
It was useful to the teacher because she could use it to
analy~e

her own work.

74Leo Brueckner, Study number 12.
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Mi$cellaneous.

Kos1c

75

made a report of the compo-.

site thought of twenty-six principals, five superintendents,
and three supervisors. on the problems of how the supervising officer may help the classroom teacher use the "project method."

The findings after detailed discussions of .

different phases of the problems
1.

we~e:

The supervisor should' have a thorough knowledge

of the "project method."
2.

He should create among the teachers a desire to

use the "proj ect method ,.tt
3.

He should have a thorough knowledge of the teach-

er's problem.

This knowledge is neoessary along two lines--

material and organization.
4.

The supervisor should have rioh resources from

which to suggest ways and means to the teacher.
76
Case
describes an experiment that was made to determine the value of circular letters in the supervision
of the teaching of silent reading in rural schools.
pupi~s

The

of the sixth grade reading classes of the rural

schools Of Shelby and Harrison Counties, Kentucky, were
selected for the study.

75

Shelby County was used for the

James F. Hosie. StUdy number 35.

"

76Emma Case, Study number 16.
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oontrol group; Harrison County was used for the experimental group.

At the beginning of the experiment both

groups were given Monroe's Standardized Silent Reading
Test.
The teaohers of the experimental group reoeived
one oiroular eaoh week over a period of twelve weeks.
Remedial measures were offered in response to faots revealed by the test.

The results of the initial test

showed that both groups had soored below the standard norm
in rate and oomprehension in reading.

The final test showed

that the experiment group made an average soore that was
above the standard and the oontrolled group had made no
improvement.

The results of this investigation are sug-

gestive enough to indioate that marked improvement oan be
made in dhi ldr ens , silent reading through the use of written instruotions in the form of oiroular letters.
Barr and dayne 77 illustrated the use of the sound
reoording equipment in the study and improvement of teaohing.
They pointed out that experiments have shown how useful
this supervisory devioe could be.

Some of its uses are:

it may be employed in making objeotive reoords of olass-

77
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A. S. Barr and C. D. Jayne, Study number 6.
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room instruction; it may be employed in the improvement
of teachers in services; it may be used to aid pupils in
diagnosing their own difficulties in speeoh. oral reading,

recording every response made by every pupil.

lie described

the oodes that he used during an experiment with twentyseven pupils of the lOB oivios olass and twenty-eight pupils
of the lOB history olass.

lie found that he could easily

record every response made by every pupil.

This informa-

tion enabled him to have definite suggestions for the teachers during the oonferences beoause it showed what the pupils
were doing and whether or not they knew the lesson.

78Worth McClure. Study number 46.
"

7~Roswell Puckett. Study number 46
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Brueokner

80

reported a study of a diagnostic chart .

designed to assist the supervisor to determine instructional needs in the supervision of arithmetic.
listed the following

s~pervisory

The writer

needs of the teacher of

arithmetic that were revealed by the diagnostic chart:
(a) baokground of technioal

teaohin~'equipment;

(b) know-

ledge of specific objeotives and' functions of arithmetic;
(c) prooedures in presenting new processes; (d) procedures
in diagnosing pupil difficulties; and (e) methods of making
the work vital and meaningful for the pupils.
The ohief value of a diagnostic chart was the increased
likelihood that the supervisor would consider all the impor~ant

points in making an analysis of supervisory needs.
K.

SPECIAL SUPERVISION OF SCHOOL SUBJECTS

Many teachers have found that special

tend to be a handicap rather than a help.

superviso~s

This Was pro-

bably due to the fact that there were too many supervisors
assigned to one teacher; therefore, instead of helping to
improve teaching they suooeeded only in oonfusing the teacher,

At the present, the number of special supervisors has

deoreased oonsiderably, and those who now remain are
80
"

Leo Brueckner, StUdy number 11.
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beginning to employ soientifio methods of supervision.
Several reports of studies made along this line bear out
the writer's opinion.
Wilson81 reported an experiment in supervision of
instruotion that was carried on to asoertain new standards
in arithmetio in the first, seoond, and third grades.
experiment was conducted in Lawrence, Massachusetts.

This
The

purpose of this experiment was to extend the number of experiences.

The results of the entire report suggest pos-

sibilities of improvement,over present practioe.

They sug-

gest replacing ttme spent on drill in grades one and two by
experiences.

The final results of the experiment prove

that, information work in grades one and two followed by
mastery of fundamentals beginning with grade three was more
effeotive than

fo~al

drill.

Karris and Henry82 gathered information about oertain phases of extra curricular music work in a selected
number of elementary schools.

Questionnaires were sent

to the individual principals of 1,000 elementary schools.
The report shows that the principals did not carry
on extensive supervisory programs in conneotion with the

81 Guy Wilson, Study number 82.
"

,82RUbey Harris and Otto Henry, StUdy number 29.
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extra curricula music .aotivities.

The summary of this re-

port was based on the answers of 130 principals who replied
to the question of supervisory responsibility for music
aotivity.
.

Thomson

83

reported a study of an attempt to

trans~

form the activities of teaching specialists (often called
the music supervisors) into a program of supervision based
upon teacher initiative and activities that would conform
to an aocepted formula of supervision.
This study covered a period of six years, 1929 to
1930 •. A card system was used to reoord the calls for supervisory service.

An evaluation of conclusions involved

in the study reveal that the writer felt justified in
recommending a continuation of the program of call supervision service.
L.

EVALUATING RESULTS OF SUPERVISION

In the past, when supervisors were undemocratic in
their dealings with their teaohers, it was thought, and
rightly so, that supervision was not needed in the educational set-up.

With the changes in the supervisory prac-

tices came a change in the teachers' attitudes.
83
.

,

Blanche Thomson, Study number 75 •

Reported
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studies of' sucoessful result s of supervision have also
helped to build up a new faith in supervision of instruction today.
Ogle

84

made a study of twenty-one-, two-, and three-

teaoher rural schools in Wild Oounty, Colorado.

The pupils

procedures that had been employed while they were student
teachers.
gradua~tes

In general, the replies indioated that the
thought the following aotivi ti es valuable:

plan-

ning prooedures,evaluating prooedures, oonferenoes, demonstration teaohing, and observation.

8'F. Ogle, Study number 61 •
.

,

80Mabel E. Rugen, study number 66.
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Prewit and Manuel

86

made a study ot the writing ot

supervised and unsupervised pupils.

The data were gathered

from thirty-five school systems in seven states.
were some 20,000 specimens.

There

In every grade the quality

of writing of the supervised was superior to that at the unsupervised.
Greenfield

87

school supervision.

reported an evaluation ot elementary
The stUdy was undertaken in a northern

Wisconsin town ot about 800 population.
spread over a two-year period.

The program was

The data gathered for the

first year were used for diagnostic purposes.

The improve-

ment program was initiated and measured over the secondyear,period.

An evaluation of the results show that there

was a great deal of improvement.

The teachers' assign-

ments shifted from a textbook assignment to problem solving as~ignments; pupil diagnosis became more scientific;
remedial instruction became more individualized; indiVidual
differences were more accurately measured; and pupil interest
was increased.
McGinnis

88

reported a stUdy made to determine the

relationship between supervisory visits and solving teachers' .

'86 Irene Prewit and lie T. Manuel. Study number 63 •
., 8 7B• Greenfield t StUdy number 25.

8S w• McGinnis. Study number 47.
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problems.

This

investi~ation

inoludes the reports of

208 elementary, 101 junior, and ninety-nine senior high
sohool teaohers.The data were obtained by means of the
questionnaire.

The results show that supervision that is

well planned is popular with the teaohers.

For the group

represented the survey showed that supervisory visits were
effeotive to a
lems.

~igh

degree in helping teaohers solve prob-

Supervisory visits were less effeotive, however,

in matters of methods of teaohing. diagnosis. and seleotion
of subjeot matter.

Supervisory visits were effeotive to

a high degree in the elementary and junior high sohool
and to a low degree in high sohool.
89
Brueokner and Cutright
reported a supervisory
program initiated in Minneapolis Sohools.

The purpose of

this program was to improve the oral and silent reading
of the pupils in the elementary grades.

The supervisor

oolleoted the teaahers t aims in teaohing reading and made
a deta11ed list of the oommonly aooepted objeotives.

Then

he visited eaoh teaoher to seoure a oross seotion of the
ourrent praotices.
rous.

The values of this program were nume-

The prooedure used made it possible to collect a

89

L. J. Brueckner and Prudence Cutright,

Study number 13.
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great deal of information in a short time.
The supervisor was also able to note the problems
of classroom prooedures; then when the needs were revealed,
he could use the facts gathered to employ oorreotive
measures.

CHAP!ER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A. THE NUMBER OF REPORTS OF RESEARCHES IN MAGAZINE
LITERATURE FROM 1921-1950 AND FROM 1931-1~41

Tables III, IV show the distribution of the number
of researoh studi es from 1921 to 1,930 and from 1931 to
1941.

A total of eighty-two studies was found.

The

largest number of studies was found in 1926, the first
ten-year period, in whioh there were ten stUdies, or
19.6 per oent of all studies in magazine literature.

The

smallest number of stUdies, which was one, or 1.2 per
cent of all studies found, and was found in magazine
literature in 1939, the second

I

eleve~-year

period.

The

findings show that twenty more studies were made in the
first ten-year period from 1921 to 1930, than were made
in the second eleven-year period from 1931 to 1941.
There was only one year, 1921, of the first score where
no researohes were reported in magazine literature.
However, there were three years, 1939, 1940, 1941,
out of the- seoond eleven-year period when there were no
reports of stUdies.

"
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THE
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OF STUDIES IN SUPERVISION
OF INSTRUCTION FROM 1921-1930

NUl.mER

TABLE IV

THE NUMBER OF STUDIES IN SUPERVISION
OF INSTRUCTION FROM 1931-1941

Year
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941

I
I
I

.:J1
!~

Totals
"

The Number of Studies

Per cent

6
3
7
,1
4
5
2
3
0
0
0

19.4
9.7
22.6
3.2
12.9
16.1
6.5
9.7
0.0
0.0
0.0

31

100.1
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B. MAGAZINES IN WHICH THE RESEARCH ARTIOLES WERE

FOUND
1.

FR~

1921 TO 1930 AND FROM 1931 TO 1941

Magazines reporting researohes.

Table V shows the magazines in whioh the eight y-two
artioles were found from 1921 to 1930 and from 1931 to
1941.

There were fifteen magazines in whioh the reports

of the different studies in supervision of instruotions
were summarized.

-The cTournal -of Eduoational Method had

more reports of studies in supervision of instruotions
than any of the other fourteen magazines.

There were

five magazines in whioh only one study was found--cTournal

ot Experimental Eduoation, Fourteenth Yearbook, Sohool
i

Sohool Exeoutive,

;1

~ S~o1ety.

:1

Amerioan Assooiation

,

:'" ,

,
,I.

_

~

~

Health

Researoh Quarterly of

~

Physioal Eduoation.

On a whole there were more studies reported in eaoh ma-

,

J!~

gazine in the first period from 1921 to 1930 than there
were reports of studies in the seoond period from 1931 to
1941.
2.

Three magazines having largest number of studies

reported.
Table VI shows three magazines having the largest
number of studies summarized from 1921 to 1941.

These

magazines inoluded reports of studies in supervision of
1nstrnction from 1922 to 1938.
"

The researohes are soat-
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TABLE V
MAGAZINES IN WHICH RESEARCHES WERE
FOUND AND THE NUMBER FOUND IN EACH

Magazines

1921-1930

1. Journal of Educational Method
2. Elementary School Journal
3. Educational Administration

and Supervision

4:. Journal of Education Research
5. School Review
6. Peabody Journal of Education

·7. American School Board Journal

8. Bulletin of the Department of
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

13
15

1931....1941

Total

12
1

25
16

6
3
5
2
2

5

11

4

7

1
1
1

6
3
3

2

0

2

2
1

.0
1

2
2

0

1

1

Elementary School Principals
Seventh Yearbook of the N.E.A.
Bulletin of the Department of
Elementary School Principals of
the N.E.A. Eighth Yearbook
Nations Schools
Journal of Experimental
Education
Bulletin of the Department of
Elementary School Principals of
the N.E.A. Fourteenth Yearbook
School and Society
School Executive
Research ~uarterly of American
Association for Health and
Physical Education

0
1
1

1
0
0

1
1
1

0

1

1

Total

53

29

82

"
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TABLE VI
THREE MAGAZINES HAVING THE LARGEST NUMBER
OF STUDIESSUM}!ARIZED FRON 1921-1941

Year

Journa.l of
Educational
Methods

1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1.'928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941

Totals

ElementarySchool Journal

Educational
Adminis tra.t ion Total
and Supervision

0
0
0
1
2
5
4
2
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1

0

0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
2
0
0
0

0
2
2
2
5
7
6
3
3
3
3
2
5
0
3
3
1
2
0
0
0

25

16

11

52

0
2
1
0
3
2
2
0
0
3
2
1
4
0

2
3
0
0

2

-

"

.

.
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tered somewhat over the year in the Journal of Educational
Methods, less so in Educational Administration

~

Super-

vision. and a decided lack of dispersion in the Elementary
School Journal.

The three magazines include fifty-two

studies, or 63.4 per cent of all the studies reported
from 1921 to 1941.
The Journal of Educational Research had twenty-five
reports of studies, or 30.4 per oent of all the research
articles.
Elementary Sohool Journal' had sixteen reports of
studies, or 20 per cent of all the research articles.
Educational Administration

~

Supervision had

eleven reports of studies, or 13.4 per oent of all the
researoh articles in the fifteen magazines from 1921 to
1941.
C. THE WRITERS OF THE RESEARCH
1.

The number of contributions made by the writers.

Table VII shows the number of contributions made
by the writers of the eighty-two research articles.

The

table shows that there were seventy-three different writers
who made contributions from 1931 to 1941.
wri ters made only one contri bution.

Sixty-nine

There were twenty-six

f'8lllale writers, whioh is 35.6 per oent of all the writers.
"
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. TABLE VII
THE NUMBER OF CONTRIBUTIONS MADE BY
THE WRITERS OF THE RESEARCH ARTICLES

Number of
Articles

"

Number of Writers
Who lIIade This Numbe,r
of Contributions

Total

Per cent of Writers
Who Uade This Number
of Contributions

:MALE

FE]ffALE
I

1

43

26

69

94.5

, 2

1

o

1

1.4

3

2

o

2

2.7

5

1

o

1

1.4

82

47

26

73

100.0
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There were forty-six male writers, or 64.3 per oent of
all writers.

One writer oontributed two artioles, whioh

represents 2.4 per oent of all studies published.

Two

writers made three contributions each, which represents
7.2 per oent of all stUdies.

One writer made five oon-

tributions, whioh represents 6.0'per cent of all the
researoh artioles published.
Sixty-nine writers. or 94.5 per oent of the writers,
reported one stUdy in the fourteen different magazines.
One. or 1.4 per cent of the writers, oontributed two articles.

Two writers, or 2.7 per oent of the writers, con-

tributed three artioles.
2.
in the

Contributions of writers from various positions

eduo~tional

system.

Table VIII shows the number of artioles oontributed
by

writers of various types of

p~sitions.

The artioles

were written by individuals from seven types of positions.
Forty-one of the artioles were oontributed by professors
and oollege instruotors.

Forty-one is fifty per oent of

all of the artioles published in magazine lit.erature from
1921 to 1941.

Eleven artioles, or 13.4 per oent of the

artioles, were oontributed by direotors of researoh and
instruotion.

Seven of the artioles, or 8.5 per oent, were

contributed by supervisors of different grade levels.
"
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TABLE VIII
THE NUMBER OF RESEARCH ARTICLES IN SUPERVISION
OF INSTRUCTION FR01l 1921-1940, CONTRIBUTJtJD BY
WRITERS OF VARIOUS TYPES OF POSITIONS

Type of Position

1.

Pr'ofessor and College
Instructor

41

50.0

2.

Superintendent and Assistant

12

14.6

3.

Director of
(a~ Research
Instruction
(b

11

13.4

Supervisor
(a~ Primary
(b.
Elementary

8

9.8

5.

Principal

7

8.5

6.

Teacher

2

2.4

7.

State Education Department
Member

1

1.2

82

99.9

4 •

Total

"

Percentage
Number of
Wri ters With of Wri ters
This Position With This
Position

104.

Twelveartioles, or 14.6 per cent, of the articles were
contributed by superintendents and their assistants.
Seven articles, whioh is 8.5 per oent of all the artioles,
were oontributed by prinoipals.

Two articles, or 2.4

per oent of all the artioles, were oontributions by teaohers.

Only one artiole, or 1.2 per oent of the artioles,

was oontributed by a member of a State Eduoation Departmente
The table shows that professors and oollege instruotors contributed more articles on research in supervision of instruotion than any other of the six groups.
The member of the State Department oontributed the least
number of researoh articles for the period from 1921 to
1941.

D. THE NUMBER OF REPORTS OF RESEARCH IN SUPERVISION
OF INSTRUOTION FROM 1921 TO 1941 GATHERED FROM VARI.OUS TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS
Table IX shows the number of researoh articles in
supervision of instruotion from 1921 to 1941, gathered from
various types of institutions.

The researoh material was

gathered-from eight types of institutions.

The researoh

material was obtained from all the levels of the public
schools for thirty-.six articl es, or 43.9 per cent of all
the artioles.
.
i

i,
I

i

!

!,

.,

The material for twenty-one artioles whioh
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TABLE IX

THE NUMBER OF RBSEARCH AHTICLES IN SUPERVISION
OF INSTRUCTION FROM 1921-1941, GATHERED FROM
VARIOUS TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS
!!

Types of Institutions

Number of
Articles

1.

Public School
(Included. all of
the levels)

36 '

43.9

2.

Elementary

21

25.6

3.

Rural

8

9.8

4 '.

High School

7

8.5

5.

College

5

6.1

6.

Uni versi ty

3

3.7

7.

'J?rimary

1

1.2

8.

Kindergarten

1

1.2

82

100.0

Total

-

"

Per cent of Articles in
this Type of Institution

-

==
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is 25.6 per cent of all the articles, was gathered from
the elementary schools.

The material for eight of the

articles. or 9.8 per cent of all the articles, was obtained from rural schools.

The material for seven articles.

or 8.5 per cent of all the articles, was gathered from the
high schools.
The material for five. or 6.1 per cent of all the
articles, was obtained from colleges.

Material for three,

or 3.7 per cent of all the articles was obtained from universities.

Only one article. or'2.4 per cent of all the

articles. was gathered from both the primary and kindergarten.
E. THE N'UMBER OF RESEARCH ARTICLES IN SUPERVISION
OF INSTRUCTION CLASSIFIED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE METHOD OF RESEARCH USED FOR EACH STUDY

Table X shows the classification of the number of
research articles in accordance with the method of research
used for each study.

The table shows there were five

methods of gathering material for the eighty-two studies.
The questionnaire and survey method were the most commonly
used methods.

The interview was used least of all the five

methods.
The material of seventy-two, or 87.8 per cent of all
the research articles was obtained by the questionnaire and
survey method.
"
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TABLE X
THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE NUMBER OF RESEARCH
ARTICLES IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE METHOD OF
RESEARCH USED FOR EACH STUDY

Method Used
1.

Questionnaire and Survey

2.
3.

Number of Studies

Per cent

72

87.?

Experiment

7

8.5

Interview

3

3.7

82

100.0

-Totals

"
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The material of seven, or 8.5 per oent of all the
artioles, was gathered by the

experim~ntal

method.

The material of three, or' 3.7 per oent of all the
artioles, was gathered through the interview.
F.

STATES WHERE THE MATERIAL FOR THE RESEAROH
ARTICLES WAS GATHERED'

Table XI shows the states where the material for the
researoh artioles in supervision of instruotion was gathered from 1921 to 1941.
twenty-six states.

The material was gathered in

California was the state from whioh

more of the material was gathered than from any of the
other twenty-six stat es.

There were ten stat es in whioh

material for only one article each, or 12.0 per cent of
all articles, was gathered.

The material for eight arti-

cles, or 9.6 per cent of all the artioles, was gathered
in Illinois.

The material for fourteen articles, or 17.0

per cent of all the articles, was gathered in Michigan and
Minnesota.
The material for six articles, 7.3 per cent of all
the articles, was gathered in New York.

The material for

five articles, or 6.1 per cent of all the articles, was
gathered in Wisconsin.

The material for four articles,

or 4.9 per cent of all the articles, was found in Indiana.
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TABLE XI
A LIST OF THE STATES WHERE THE MATERIAT~ FOR THE
NUMBER OF R1llSH:ARCH ARTICLES IN SUPERVISION OF
INSTRUCTION WAS GATHERED FROM 1921-1941
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The material for three articles each, was gathered in Colorado. Ohio. Pennsylvania. and Washington, D. C.
1s 14.8 per oent of all the articles.

This

Material for two

articles each. or 14.4 per oent of all the articles, was
found in six states, Kentuoky, Maryland, Massachusetts.
Nebraska. Tennessee, and Alabama.
G.

THE NUMBER OF ARTICIES FROM 1921 TO 1930
AND FROM 1931 TO 1941 FOUND UNDER THE
HEADLINES OF THE MASTER LIST

Table XII shows thenumber of articles from 1921 to
1930 and from 1931 to 1941 olassified under the heading of
the master list. There were fifty-three articles published
in the first ten-year period, 1921 to 1930 and only twentynine published from 1931 to 1941. the eleven-year period.
There were more articles classified under the heading. what to look for in supervision, than any other heading.

From 1921 to 1930 there were nine articles inoluded.

and from 1931 to 1941 there were seven artio1es inclUded.
The total is sixteen. or 19.5 per oent of all the artio1es.
The first and fourth heading of the master list had only
one study each.

The first heading had the articles olas-

sified in the second period, 1931 to 1941.

The fourth

heading had its articles classified in the first period,
1921 to 1930.
"
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TABLE XII
THE NUMBER OF ARTICLES FROlJr 1921-1930 AND FROM
1931-1941, CLASSIFIED UNDER THE HEADINGS OF
THE YJASTF..R LIST, IN ORDJlJH OF THEIR IJlIPORTANCE*

===-==============---

.==:.=:=.=.=-==

Number of
Articles

Total Per cent

Master List

1921-1930 1931-1941

=========-:;=-=-=

=-================

1. Objectives of Supervision
and Philosophy of
Supervision
2. Teachers' Attitudes of
Supervision
3. Reports of Actual Pro~rams
of Supervision
4. Q,ualifications of
Supervisors
5. Organizati on for
Supervisi on
6. Job Analysis of
Supervision
7. What to Look for in
Supervisi on
8. Relative Value and Frequency of Use of Different Devices in Supervision
9. Different Devices in
Supervision as such and
the il' Values
(a) Conference
(bj Stenographic Report
(c Self-Supervision
(d Miscellaneous
10. Special Supervision of
School Subjects
11. Evaluating Results of
Supervisi on

o

1

1

1.2

8

4

12

14.6

9

1

10

12.2

1

o

1

1.2

6

2

8

9.8

10

4

14

17.1

9

7

16

19.5

1

2

:3

3.7

1

1.2
1.2
1.2
7.3

o
1
1
4

o
o
2

1
1
1
6

1

2

3

3.7

2

:3

5

6.1

,---------,-~,--

Total

53

*Duplicates are not included.
"

29

82

100.0
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There were fourteen articles, or 17.1 per cent of
all the articles, included under the sixth heading of the
master list, job analysis of supervision.
There were twelve articles, or 14.6 per oent of all
the articles, included under the second heading.

There

were ten articles olassified under the second heading.
These ten articles are 12.2 per

~ent

of all the articles.

There were nine articles classified under the third heading.

These nine articles are lO.S per oent of all the

articles.

There were four sub-headings to the ninth head-

ing: first, oonferenoes, one, or 1.2 per cent of all the
artioles; stenographic report, one, or 1.2 per cent of
all the articles; self-supervision, one, or 1.2 per oent,
and misoellaneous, six, or 7.3 per oent of all the articles,
Eight artioles, or 9.8 per oent of all the articles
were inoluded under the fifth heading.

Five articles, or

6.1 per cent of all the articles were classified under the
eleventh heading.

There were three articles included under

the eighth heading.

H. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study has been to make a comprehensive survey of the researoh in supervision of instruction
for a twenty-year period, lS21 to 1941.
"

This problem was
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attaoked in two ways:
volumes of the Review

First, a survey was made of all the.
~

Eduoational Researoh, 1931 to

1941, for artioles reporting researoh in supervision of
instruotion, and seoondly, a survey was made of researoh
in the magazines listed by the Review of Eduoational Researoh, for the period 1921 to 1931.
The seoond method of gathering the material was used
beoause the .................
Review -of Educational Researoh has been in
oiroulation since 1931 only.
In the surv,ey of i;he studies in supervision of instruotion from 1921 to 1941, the writer found eighty-two
available studies in fifteen different magazines.
wer~

There

more researoh artioles found in the Journal 2.! Eduoa-

tional Method, than any other magazine.

The Elenentarl

Sohool Journal oame second.
Over three-fourths

~f

the investigators used the

questionnaire method in obtaining material for their studies.
Only three investigators used the interview.

Although there

are better methods of obtaining information, the writers
were justified in their wide use of the questionnaire
method because of the large areas oovered, the time saved,
and the useful results
carried on in

obtained~

twenty~aeven

states.

The investigations were
Kowever, there were

more made in California than in any other state.
"
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The eighty-two articles were classified under the
eleven headings of the master list in aocordance with the
nature of each article.

The eleven headings for both of

the ten-year periods, 1921 to 1930, and 1931 to 1941, are:
(1) objectives of supervision and philosophy of supervisors;
(2) teachers' attitude of supervision; (3) reports of

actual programs of supervision;

(~)

qualifications of su-

pervisors; (6) organization for supervision; (6) job
analysis of supervision; (7) what to look for in supervision;
(8)

relative value and frequency of use of different de-

vices 1n supervision; (9) different devic49s in supervision
as such and their value; (10) special supervisor of school
SUbJects; and (11) evaluating results of supervision.

(1) There were no articles grouped under objectives
of supervision and philosophy of supervision in the first
ten-year period, 1921 to 1930.

There was one artiole listed

under this heading in the second ten-year period, from 1931
to 1941.
(2) There were eight articles listed under teachers'
attitudes of supervision in the first t en-year period, 1921
to 1930.

There were four articles listed under this heading

in the second t en-year period, from 1931 to 1941.
(3) There were nine articles listed under reports
of aotual programs of supervision, in the first ten-year
"
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period, 1921 to 1930.

There was one artiole listed under

this heading in the seoond ten-year period, 1931 to 1941.
(4) Under the heading qualifioations of supervisors
one artiole was listed for this first ten-year period.
1921 to 1930.

There were no articles grouped under this

heading for the seoond ten-year period. 1931 to 1941.
(5) There were six artioles listed under organization for supervision in the first ten-year period. 1921
to 1930.

There were two articles listed under this head-

ing in the second ten-year period. 1931 to 1941.
(6) There were ten artioles listed under job analysis of supervision in the first ten-year period, 1921 to
1930, and four articles listed under this heading in the

second ten-year period. 1931 to 1941.
(7) Under the head,ing what to look for in supervision
were listed nine articles in the first ten-year period,
1921 to 1930, and seven artioles were listed under this

heading in the seoond ten-year period. 1931 to 1941.
(8) There was one artiole listed under the relative
value and frequency of use of different devioes in supervision in the first ten-year period, 1921 to 1930.

There

were two artioles listed under this heading in the seoond
ten-year period, 1931 to 1941.
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(9)

Under the heading, different deviaes in super-,

vision as suoh and their values, are the following subheadings:
(a)

Under the heading, oonferenoe, no artioles were

found for the first ten-year period, 1921 to 1930.

There

was one artiole listed under this heading in the seaond tenyear period, 1931 to 1941.
(b)

There was one artiale listed under stenographio

reports in the first ten-year period, 1921 to 1930.

There

were no artiales listed under this heading in the seaond
ten-year period, 1931 to 1941.
(a)

Under the heading, self-supervision, one artiole

was listed for the first ten-year period, 1921 to 1930.
There were no artiales listed under this heading in the
seoond ten-year period, 1931 to 1940.
(d)

Under the heading, misoellaneous, were listed

four artioles in the first ten-year period, 1921 to 1930.
There were two artioles listed under this heading in the
seaond ten-year period, 1931 to 1941.
(10)

There was one artiole listed under the heading,

speoialsupervision of sohool subJeats, in the first tenyear period, 1921 to 1930.

There were two artiales listed

under this heading in the seoond ten-year period, 1931 to
1941.
"
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(11)

There were two articles listed under the

head~

ing, evaluating results of supervision, in the first tenyear period, 1921 to 1930.

There were three articles listed

under this heading in the second ten-year period, 1931 to
1941.
Relative to the objectives in supervision and philosophy of supervision, research workers have found that the objectives in supervision are in a ohanging process from rating teachers to gUiding them.

The aid of supervision is

moving closer toward improvement of instruction.

The super-

visors believe that their programs should be in harmony with
the objectives of education.
Many research studies were found in which the teachers' attitudes were analyzed.

The majority of teachers

wanted scientific democratic supervision.

They appreciated

supervisors who were helpful and sYmpathetic;
constructive criticism;
ject matter;

who offered

who were well informed in the sub-

who helped them work out courses of study;

and who gave demonstration lessons;
interested in children.

and those who were

They expressed unfavorable atti-

tudes toward supervisors who did not offer helpful suggestions;

who were not well informed:

the rights of the teachers;
individual attention;
. I

who did not respect

who did not give new teachers

who were domineering;

who were
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insinoere;

who gave destruotive oritioism;

and those who

gave too little time to supervision.
The reports of aotual programs of supervision revealed the faot that many supervisors have adopted the soientific method of supervision.

They are making use of oon-

ferenoes, teaohers' ideas, projeots, stenographio reoords,
test results, and demonstration
to improve instruotion.

~eaohers

in their attempts

Such artioles as these, that re-

port aotual programs of supervision are useful, in that
they enoourage other supervisors to adopt similar programs.
Investigators found that the qualifioations of the
supervisors were signifioant in that they were oonsistent
with the teaohers' desires.

It was found that the super-

visor should have initiative and understanding;
must have professional training of a high degree;

that he
and that

he must be able to stimulate teaohers to do their best.
Just as the reports of aotual programs of supervision
enoourage supervisors to adopt similar programs, so will reports of the ways in whioh different programs are organized
stimulate interest in an improved supervisory organization.
Investigators desoribe organizations of supervisory programs
in oities of 10,000 to 20,000 population, in oities ranging
in population from 4,000 to 100,000, in rural districts,
and in small towns.
"
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The writer found a large number of studies devoted
to job analysis of supervision.

She found that the super-

visors' duties were numerous and very important.

The super-

visors were responsible for olass visitation, demonstration
teaohing, teachers' 'meetings, improvement of instruotion,
improvement of the ourrioula, oonferences with teaohers
and professional reading.

These responsibilities were men-

tioned in some form, in almost everyone of fourteen articles
devoted to job analysis of supervision.

These trends are

enoouraging, sinoe they tend toward scientific supervision.
In the past,. many supervisors did not know what to
look for when they visited the teaohers' olassrooms, so they
simply visited "to see what they could see."

Wide awake

supervisors need no longer lament, .beoause they can take
advantage of the findings of investigations of what to look
for in supervision.

The writer has drawn this oonclusion

because more research has been done in this phase of supervision than in any other.

Most studies show that super-

visors. should look for the difficulties that teachers en.

counter •. Some of the dirficulties were those pertaining
to olassroom ..management, different subject groups, and
teaohing techniques.

Other studies show that the super-

visor. should look for factors that

eVidenc~

skill in teach-

ing, so that they can pass the ideas on to weak teaohers.
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Some evidenoes of skill in teaohing are:
jeot matter;

mastery of sub-

knowledge of subjeot matter;

and oorreot teaohing methods.

originality;

Still other studies show

the items that most supervisors look for, suoh as:
physioal oondition of the olassroom;
pupils;

(1)

(2) attitudes of the

(3) pupils' activities and skill in teaohing teoh-

nique.
A number of researoh studies have been made that
reveal the relative value and frequenoy of different devioes in supervision.

These studies show that teachers'

meetings are used frequently beoause they help to improve
teaohing in both the large and the small sohools.

In ad-

dition to teaohers' meetings, teachers, principals, and
other supervisors give olassroom visitation, demonstration
teaohing, and oonferenoes very high ratings.
while supervisory devices inoluded:

Other worth-

stenographio reoords,

self-supervision, ciroular letters, sound recording equipment, the oode method of reoording pupil activities, and
the diagnostio ohart.

These supervisory devioes were lauded

beoause they enabled the supervisor to have definite material
to work with, they enabled him to see just wherein help
was needed, and they also helped the teachers to help themselves.
A few studies were found that deal with speoial supervision
of school subjeots.
,

.

These studies show that speoial
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supervisors are also applying scientific methods of supervision.

The music supervisors especially seem to be doing

outstandingly well in their attempts to improve theinstruction of the music teachers.

Other special supervisors are

carrying on projects and experiments to raise the efficiency
of teaching.
-

A number of worthwhile studies were reviewed in which
evaluations

o~

results of supervision were measured.

The

experimental studies were especially enlightening, in almost every case;

the results showed that the unsupervised

pupils were inferior to the supervised pupils.
The writer is of the opinion that research in supervision of instruction has decreased in the last twenty years
and is still deoreasing.

Yet the studies that have been

made are quite encouraging, in that they reveal that the
scientifio method of supervision is in practice.
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1. Armstrong, W. E., UWhat Teachers Prefer in Supervision,u
Educational Method, 15:270-274, 1936.
The writer sent out an inquiry to the high school teachers of Salt Lake City concerning the relative value of different types of supervisory services. This inquiry was
divided into two parts. The teachers were to list the techniques and procedures in supervision that they considered
good. They were alao asked to list the supervisory services
which might contribute to improved teaching. The majority
of the teachers thought assignment to sUbjects which they
were best suited to teach could be most helpful, and the
discovery and encouragement of peculiar strengths in method
or personality, the best supervisory service which may contribute to improved teaching.
2. Bamberger, Florence; vA Survey of Observable Improvable
Factors Which Evidence Skill in Teaching, If Elementary School
Journal, 28:181-85, November, 1927.
The writer asked a group of forty-eight superv~s~ng
principals in a class in supervision at Johns Hopkins University, to prepare a list of factors which evidence skill
in teaching. It was impressed upon them that the list must
consist only of observable, improvable factors. A list was
prepared that could be used as a survey sheet for both
teachers and superviaors. It also could be used from time
to time by both, to check valuable items, the presences or
absen.ces of whi ch affect very markedly, skill in teaching.
3. Barr, A. S., "An Evaluation of Items to Observe in Classroom Supervision," Journal of Educational Research, 53-61,
June, 1928.
The writer asked 106 superintendents, supervisors, and
principals to make a list of specific items of teaching
usually observed by them in classroom supervision.
In examining this material, the writer was impressed by
the lack of agreement among supervision as to the important
characteristics of teaching. It seems a bit as if each
supervisor employed his own system of supervision, because
72 out of 131 different items to observe were only mentioned
once.
"
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What supervisors look for in classroom supervision:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6•
?

8.
9.
10.

Pupils interest in subject
Physical condition in room
Attitude of pupils
Pupil activities
Definite teacher aim
Responsiveness of pupils
Atti tude, of teacher
General attitude of teacher and pupil
Atmosphere of classroom
Skill in teaching technique

These were the ten most frequen'tly mentioned that were
looked for by them.
There seems to be a need for validity, reliability,
and objectivity in the list of ,things to look for during
classroom observation.
~.
Barr, A. S., itA Plan for Securing the Cooperation of
Teachers in the Improvement of Instruction,U Elementar~
School Journal, 24:662-669, April, 1924.

This is a report of how the department of supervision
in the Detroit Public Schools improved the instruction
through teacher cooperation. Realizing tpe importance of
giving the good ideas of one teacher to all the supervisors,
a plan was constructed for the conservation of instructional
ideas derived from the teaching body, through the teachers
themselves.
To secure the real problems of classroom instruction,
the department sent out a questionnaire to each teacher
asking for suggestions and problems. After the information was supplied, the department sent out a compiled list
of the suggested helps and problems with the hope that the
tea~hers would use some of the problems in planning investigations in various fields of instruction. They felt
this plan was quite helpful.
5. Barr, A. S., "Scientific Supervision," Journal of
Educational Method.
- The purpose of this article is to describe some of the
quantitative measures more recently developed for the study
of teaching. The writer analyzed studies made by a number
"
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of outstanding investigators in the field of scientific
supervision. He found that the time-chart, attention-chart,
check list, and time records revealed a few of the numerous
possible points of departure for the scientific study of '
teaching. He emphasizes the importance of the quantitative treatment and all findings. He also believes that
more studies must be made before supervision of teaching
can become a science.
6. Barr, A. S., and Jayne, C. D., NThe Use of Sound Recording Equipment in the study and Improvement of Teaching, II
Journal of Experimental ~uca~ion, 4:279-286, March, 1936.
The writer reported a data ga~hering device that has
been used successfully in building up adequate records of
classroom activities. He found that the University of
Wisconsin has done some experimental work with sound recording. Their experimentations have reached a stage where
satisfactory sound records can be made for ordinary classes.
He found other experiments witn sound recording which have
proved to be successful also. The biggest problem involved
is that of overcoming acoustical distortion. In concluding
his report, he called attention to the six outstanding uses
of sound recording in education. The first three are: (1)
analysis and improvement of teaching; (2) classwork made
more meaningfull; and (3) aid for the teacher.
7.' Barr, A. S., and Rudesell, Mabel, "Inexperienced ~l'eachers
Who Fail--and Wby,U Nation's Schools, 5:30-34, February,
1930.

This study is the result of an investigation that was
undertaken as a part of the follow-up program of the supervisory service bureau of the University of Wisconsin. The
primary problem in this investigation was to discover the
difficulties that actually give beginning teachers most concern.
The data for the study were obtained from a questionnaire
to graduates of the classes of 1927 and 1928. A general
statement of the difficulties of beginning teachers was also
secured from principals. He found that fewer principals
than teachers felt that motivation and individual differences
were difficulties: more principals than teachers felt that
control over pupils, methods of presenting subject matter,
and lack of preparation were difficulties. He also found
that both the principal and the teacher thought control over
pupils is a factor of much importance.
sen~

"
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8. Benson, J. R., -The Division of the Principal's Time,~
Elementarl. School Journe.l, 27: 94-100, September, 1~26.
How doe-s the pr incipal of an elementary school spend
his day?
A group of ten St. Louis principals planned an investigat ion of the manner in which their time was spent during
a school day. Eight of these finished the stUdy. The month
of January, 1924, was selected for investigation.
The manner of procedure was as'follows: each principal
was asked to record on a blank, ,NPrincipal's Time Record,.
the manner in which his time was spent, using a separate
sheet for each day. The daily period involved was from 8:30
a.m. 'to 12:00 m. and from 1:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. Twenty
days in all were to be included in the report, each day consisting of exactly six hours.
Since one of the investigators died after preparing his
report, it has not been possible to announce the conclusions
of all. The writer, having acted as compiler of the report,
assumes full responsibility for the conclusions reached, and
he has sought to give only those which seem very evident to
him. Less than 34 per cent of the time was spent by these
principals in supervision. Twelve and one-half per cent of
the time was spent in clerical duties. Time spent in community problems was reported by every principal.
9. Betts, George, "Teachers' Diagnosis of Classroom DiffiCUlties," Elementary School Journal, 27:600-08, April, 1927.
The purpose of this stu~ was to inquire into the teacher's interpretation of the problems or difficulties most
frequently met or found most troublesome in the public classroom. The present inquiry falls into two broad phases:
In the first phase, a group of teachers were asked to
describe the most pressing difficulties experienced in their
classroom.
In the second phase, a second group of teachers were
given a list of ninety common classroom diffiCUlties, as
set forth by the teachers of the first group, and asked to
indicate in order of rank the situations that were common
to them. Three difficulties experienced by teachers as being the most important were placed in this order:
"
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Problem growing out of school attitudes and conduct, leading these is unnecessary whisperibg

2.

Difficulties connected with the pupil's study and
lesson-getting, and

3.

Those related to the teacher's presentation of the
lesson.

The two leading personal grievances of teachers are:
1.

The lack of time for cultural reading, and

2.

Low salaries

Their recognition of their need f or broader and deeper
knowledge was al so evident.
10. Brady, David B., "An Analysis of the Objectives and
Functions of Supervision,u Journal of Educational Methods,
13:137-141, December, 1933.
The writer interviewed 37 department heads of academic
and commercial subjects in Rochester, New York, to learn of
their objectives and methods of supervision and the devices
employed to aid them in their supervision. He found that
the supervi sors believed they must have a pla.n and philosophy of general education and education in their own special
fields. They also felt sympathy and constructive criticism
a part of their function. Further among other things it
was believed that visitation, check list, and unit test were
necessary for effective supervision.
11. Brueckner, L. J., "A Diagnostic Chart for Determining
the Supervisory Needs of Teachers of Arithmetic,u Elementary
School Journal, 30:96-103, October, 1929
_This is an account of how the writer made a diagnostic
chart which is a device by means of which the supervisory
needs of the teachers can be definitely determined. This
chart has been used in experiments, B.nd it has proven to
be qUite useful. The chief value of such a detailed chart
is the increased likelihood that the supervisor will consider all the important points in making an analysis of
supervisory needs.

"
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12. Brueckner, L. 'J., NThe Value of a Time Analysis of Classroom Activity as a Supervisory Technique," Elementary Schbol
Journal, 25:518-521, September, 1924, June, 1925.
In the Minneapolis Schqols, a supervisory technique is
being developed which is objective and which aids the teacher to analyze critically the methods she is using in teaching reading. This method mB¥ be called a time-activity
analysis. It involves a study of the various types of activity that can take place during a lesson in a certain subject
and of the amount of time devoted to each type of work.
Probably the chief value of this investigation of reading was the analysis of the work which the teachers were
required to make. Similar time-acti vi ty analyses can be
made for the work in other subjects.
13. Brueckner, L. J., and Cutright, Prudence, "A Technique
for Measuring the Efficiency of Supervision," Journal of
Educational Research, 16:323-331, December, 1927.
The writer's purpose is to report an attempt which was
made in Minneapolis to improve the efficiency of the teaching of reading in the elementary schools as well as to measure the effectiveness of supervision. The effectiveness of
the program was measured by observed changes in classroom
practice due to the supervisory program.
The most feasible procedure found was to make a study
of the different types of lessons in terms of objectives.
A detailed list of the commonly-accepted objectives of reading was prepared, and each was supplemented by comments to
explain it. The values of the technique that was employed
are numerous: a great deal of information could be collected in a short time, a la.rge number of people could be
reached, and supervision was made the objective.
14. _ Butler, Frank, U Standard Items to Observe for the Im-·
provement of Teaching in Classroom Management,U Educational
Method, 9:517-527, June, 1930.
The writer searched through the literature pertaining
to classroom management to find some valid elements which
might serve as standards. The list of items finally selected
were chosen on the basis of agreement of experts in this
field whenever obtainable results of experimentation were
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.
incorporated. The wri ter included:' (1) physical conditione; (2) economy of time; and (3) a discipline under
the heading "classroom management". He sets forth a long
list of standard items to observe for the improvement of
teaching. Under physical condition, he had four large headings and a large number of sUb-headings. Under economy of
time in classroom routine, he listed one big heading and
seventeen sub-headings. Under discipline, he listed two
big headings and a large number of sub-headings.
Carr, William G., "Staffs and Salaries in Certain
Supervisory Positions,· Educational Method, 15:11-14.

15.

The writer directed an investigation of the salaries
paid city school employees, especially certain members of
the general supervisory staff as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

kindergarten supervi sor,
primary supervisor
intermediate and grammar grade supervisors
high school supervisors
music supervisors
penmanship supervisors
art supervisors

This year 1,989 cities reported. He found that all the
school's salaries had suffered a reduction, but there was
a tendency to pay the higher salaries to those associated
with the higher levels of instruction. For the years,
1931-1933-1935, there were more music supervisors than any
other type. It was also brought out that salaries increased
with,the size of the city.
16. Case, Emma Y., uThe Value of Circulars in Supervising
the Teaching of Reading, II Peabody Journal of Educa.tion,.
8:22G-222, January, 1931.
~he purpose of this experiment was to determine the
value of ci rcular let ters in the sup ervi s1 on of teaching
of silent reading in rural schools. The pupils of the sixth
grade in reading in rural schools in Kentucky were used. It,
was found that the following types of circular letters were
used: inspirational, routine, follow-up letters, those preparing for demonstration lessons, and teachers meetings.
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17. Cocking, Walter D., -The Stenographic Report as a
Supervisory Instrument,· Peaboqy Journal of Educati~,
8:131-139, November, 1930.
The writer reports an experiment that was carried on
for the purpose of calling the attention of the superintendents and principals "to one possible instrument, the stenographic report, which is practical for large and small
school systems. The equivalent group method of gathering
the material was used with ten sixth-grade geography classes.
The ten teachers of geographyaccep ted the stenographic
reports, used them, and actually changed their technique of
teaching in many ways. They all acknowledged that they had
been stimulated to try to overcome weaknesses and to seek help
in removing them.
18. Cook, Selda, uTeachers' Id~as of Helpful Supervisi~n,u
Educational Administration and SupervisioB, 9:554-557,
December, 1923.
"
The following is a report of a questionnaire study of
qualities which seem to be desirable in a supervisor, and
the qualities especially objectionable in a supervisor from
the standpoint of forty-three teachers. They were also
asked to list forms of help that a supervisor could render,
some helpful suggestions for improving supervision, and what
makes a democratic building government. It was found that
the most desir~ble quality a "supervisor could have was helpfulness, and the quality that was most objectionable was a
domineering attitude. The teachers thought that constructive
criticism was most helpful and the employment of democratic
supervisors as the best way of making the government of the
buildings democratic. They also thought that supervision
would be improved if the supervisor removed all the handicaps under which teachers work.
19. _ Crandell, C. W., "The Relationship between Principal
and Supervisor," Elementary School Principal Year Book,
8:169-178, April, 1929.
The writer sent out questionnaires to ascertain what
uniformity or lack of uniformity of practice exists in certain cities, allocating responsibilities to principals and
supervisors. Replies were received from fifty-seven principals, twenty~five special supervisors, thirty-two superintendents, and other general supervisors in sixty-two cities.
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He concluded that there was relatively few recognized conflicts as compared with recognizedresponsibil i ties. The'
study showed that there was a decided lack of understanding
on the part of both the supervisors and principals as to
the extent and nature of their responsibilities.
20. Cressman, George R., "A County Supervisory Campaign
for the Improvement of Instruction in Reading,U Elementary
School Journal, 31:370-71, January, 1931.
This is a report of an experiment in Chester County,
Pennsylvania, in which attempts were made to improve the
supervision there. The situation was quite acute. There
were 600 teachers, under the supervision of the assistant
superintendent, who were distributed over an area of 777
square miles in 150 o~e-room schools to those of 35 rooms.
It was found, since there were infrequent contacts between
the teachers and the supervisor that the ·campaign type·· of
supervision was most effective.' This type of supervision
consists of a year's program planned around a major and a
minor subject which a.re changed from year to year.
21. Dodd,:M. R., .. Introdu ci ng the Supervi aory Program,"
Educational Administration and Supervision, 23:63-67, January,
1937.
The writer reports a good supervisory prOgram in which
the teachers have a voice in the procedures and plans. The
teachers were handed questions to be answered at their
leisure.
The two important problems to be solved were: the chief
factors that contributed to good teaching and factors most
conducive to poor teaching. The writer found that in the
teachers' opinions, daily classroom plans and preparation
led to good teaching. On the other hand, they believed inadequate previous preparation was most frequently conducive
to p~or teaching.
22. Flowers, Ida, liThe Duties of the Elementary Principal,"
Elementary School Journal, 27:414-22, February, 1927.
This study was made during 1925-1926 to determine the
most important phase of the work of the elementary school
principal. The investigation was held in Baltimore and surrounding districts. The material was obtained through the
"
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s tudy'of principals' records that had been kept for two
weeks. The findings were quite interesting. Of the time'
devoted to supervisory duties, the greatest amount was
given to classroom visitation. In view of the findings,
the writer concluded that the principals should budget
their time better if ~hey are to improve the work of their
teachers.
23. Garretson, Oliver, MIn Service Training of Teachers
in High Schools of Oklahoma,· School Review, 39:449-460,
June, 1931.
The writer's aim was to find out what efforts are being
put forth by the principals of secondary schools to improve
instruction. To accomplish this aim, he prepared a check
list covering five groups of activities:
1.

classroom visitation and demonstration
teaching

2.

teachers' meetings

3•

additional college preparation

4.

professional reading

5.

pu blicati on.

This list was sent to each of the 98 principals of the
schools of Oklahoma. Usable replies were received from'
sixty-four of these principals. The writer concluded that
no one practice for the improvement of instruction seems to
be employed by all the principals reporting. The nearest
approach to a unanimity is the provision for attendance of
teachers at state teachers' meetings.
24. Gist, Arthur, -Next Steps in Supervision from the Standpoin.ts of the Elementary School Principal," Elementar'y'
School Principal, 8:179-186, April, 1929.
This study was made to find out the attitudes of the
principals toward their functions in supervision and in administration and their relationships toward the supervisor
in suCh duties. ~uestionnaires were sent to 142 principals
in various parts of the countr~ at least two being selected
from each state. Eighty-eight replies were received or 61.9
per cent of the total. The study seemed to indicate several
"
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tendencies. The principals believed that they were the
responsible heads of the schools in all respects. This included being the supervising head. There was a decrease
if not an elimination of all the administrative duties of
the special supervisor. There was also a tendency to regard
the supervisor as a consulting expert to assist the teacher
and the principal.
25. Greenfi eld, B. L., itA study of the Effecti veness of a
Program of Elementary School Supervision," Journal of ~
cational Researcq, 27:123-126, October, 1933.
"

This is a report of an evaluation of a program of elementary school supervision. This study lasted two years.
Many different supervisory devices were used to keep the
teachers' interest and to help them. The conclusions to be
drawn from the results were none too encouraging. However,
the primary inference was: teachers were stimulated to a
consciousness of a professional' attack upon teaching problems, and were enthused· with a modern Viewpoint of education
which shifts from emphasis on factual subject matter to
child interest.
26. Hahn, Julia L., "The Supervisor and the Teacher,tt
Elementqry School Journal, 26:775-81, June, 1926.
This is a brief survey of the plan adopted in San
Francisco, where the procedures are to follow the aims of
modern education in the kinderga.rten and primary grades.
Included in this department were more than 600 teachers ..
In 1923, three schools were selected as -tryout centers. u
The first thing to be done was to make the rooms suitable
places for an activity program for little children. A flexible daily program was put into operation.
The greatest contribution made was an insistence on a
unified program in fact as well as in theory.
27. Halter, Helen, ·Conflicting Attitudes Toward Supervision," Educational Administrati2B and Supervision,
19:307-314, April, 1933.
A questionnaire was sent to 109 seniors, who had completed one-half year's practice teaching, seventeen members
of a college class in supervision, twelve supervisors of the
practice school, and forty-seven teachers in the field at
'1,

.,
I

"
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New York College. The purpose of this study was to find
out their attitudes toward supervisory principles and technique. The conclusion is that the supervisor and the supervised differ markedly in their attitude toward common supervisory principles and techniques.
28. Hampton, William 0., "The Functions and Duties of the
Elementary Principal,.w Seventh Yearbook, 7:182-89, April,
1928.
The data collected in this study were secured from
diaries kept by elementary schooL principals. For a period
of several weeks, many specific duties of principals were
assembled. In his conclusions~ the writer emphasizes the
importance of delegating duties which are best performed
by teachers or clerks, to them, thereby giving the principal more time for supervisory work. Among the more important supervisory duties that should receive more attention are demonstration and experimental teaching and the
stimulation of professional study among teachers.
29. Harris, RUbye, and otto, Henry, "Duties and Relationship
of Principals and Teachers,- Fourteenth Yearbook, 383-84,
July, 1935.
The inquiry reported in this article attempted to gather
information about certain phases of extra-curricular music
work in a selected number of schools over a wide area of
the United States.
Questionnaires were sent to the individual principals
of 1,000 elementary schools in 1934. Whenever possible,
schools with fewer than eight teachers were not included.
It was found that most of the reporting principals do
not carryon intensive and extensive supervisory programs
connected with extra-curricular music.
30. Hart, Melvin, "Supervision from the Standpoint of the
Supervisors," School Review, 37:537-40, September, 1929.
This is a study to determine the teachers' attitude
of supervision. For material on this study, questionnaires
were sent to the principals of twenty-two high schools in
Michigan. Some of the faults of supervisors reported in
this study were: (1) visits of supervisors were too infrequent; (2) they were not skilled in enough SUbjects;
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(3) definite constructive suggestions were not offered;
and (4) an attitude of rating rather than helping the teacher to help himself was assumed.
The teachers felt the following suggestions would improve supervision:
1.

Visitation extensively carried on

2.

Visits should be followed by reports and
conferences

3.

Much more earnestness on part of the supervisor

He should convince the teachers that he is trying to improve and not jus t rate them.
31. Hayes, Fannie, "Supervision from the Point of View of
the Teacher,u School Review, 33:220-226, March, 1925.
This is a report of the development of a program in
supervision of education in the Omaha Technical High School.
The teachers were divided into committees to work on different problems for the improvement of instruction. This,
according to the writer, was the supervisors' way of instituting.democratic and co-operative supervision in the
school. The results are, as yet, unknown; but with that
start, improvement is sure to come.
32. Hefferman, Helen, ~Supervisory Practices in California,"
Geographl of Educational Method, Volume II, 1931, pp. 81-86.
This is a report of supervisory practices in rural sections of California. The supervisory staff employed was
distributed according to such functions as: attendance,
health, physical education, music, art, penmanship, manual
arts, and agriculture. The supervisors are specially
trained in their fields. The aims of this plan were closer
articulation of elementary schools to the secondary schools
and to develop guidance programs in rural schools. This
work of supervision was integrated through an annual meeting held for one week each fall. Some results of thiswpervision are as follows:
1.
2.

extension and interpretation of activity education
beginning programs of special education
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4.

.
development of curriculum adapted to rural school
needs
extension to rural children better instruction.

I

33. Herron, Allen M., liThe Relative Importance of the Duties
and Activities of the General Elementary Supervisor in the
City Schools," Journal.2f Educational Method, 12:325-32,
March, 1933.
This study is concerned primarily with an evaluation
of six agencies commonly employed by supervisors in the improvement of teachers in service. - A check list of supervisory activities was submitted to an accredited jury, composed of general elementary supervisors, superintendents
who had a supervisory organization in their system, and
recognized elementary leaders in education.
Only three activities were given a major importance rating. They were: (1) keep 'in touch with the latest
developments in the field of education; (2) make selfpreparation for group conferences; and (3) make selfpreparation for supervisory visits.
34. Hildreth, Glen G., uA Cooperative Project in TeacherTraining Supervision," Educational Administration and
Supervision, 24:389-391, May, 1938.
In order to find out just what types of supervision
student teachers need, the student teachers who had finished
one-half of their teaching were asked to make a list of-the
most important knowledges, skills, or techniques Which they
seemed to need most before and during their practice teaching.
The writer found the student teachers felt that a mastery of the subject matter to be taught was most important.
35. Hosic, James F., uThe Supervisor and the Project Method,U
Jour-nal.Q.f Educational Method, 1:267-273, March, 1922.
How may the supervisors help the classroom teacher use
the project method? Twenty-six principals, five superintendents, and three supervisors expressed their thoughts on
this problem. The general conclusion was: (1) the supervisor should observe; (2) suggest plans; (3) supply
needed materials; and (4) work out a method of testing and
judging results with the teacher.
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36. "Hughes, J. M., "A study in High School Supervisi on,~'
School Review, 34:112-122, February, 1926.
~uestionnaires were sent to the teachers of four high
school subjects in order to find out the nature of the
supervision that they received. The 451 teachers taught
home economics, shop, mathematics, and English.

The writer found that the teachers were apologetic of
the present state of supervision. Many of them had an
attitude of disrespect and antipathy for supervision. He
also found that there was a feeling of a need for sympathetic construct ive help.
37. Humke, Homer L., and Fauquher, Warren, "Critics Comments to Student Teachers," Educational Method, Vol. XI, pp.
330-333, March, 1932.
In compiling this datum, carbon copies of comments by
critic teachers in 964 recitations and 256 student teachers
were secured.
The Evansville College students taught in the city
schools, and the "Salm form" was used whenever the student
teacher was given a formal rating or criticism.
In addition to the "Salm" items, personal qualities,
teaching techniques, and teaching, as reflected by pupils
were included.
Two tables were made to verify the conclusions of this
report. Table I included the possible comments from 964
critic teachers on the 256 student teachers, and the points
mentioned the greatest number of times.
Table II was the record of new points as they arose in
the comments.
38. Jagger, R. E., "State Supervision of Rural Schools,"
Educational Method, Vol. XII, pp. 332-37, March, 1933.

.

The writer made a study in order to determine the status
of service rendered rural schools by staff members in state
departments of education. The results were divided into
four groups. Table I includes a report of supervisors employed in twenty-five states that have a well-defined Rural
Education division. Table II is a report of supervisors
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employed in fourteen states that do have a well-defined
Division of Rural Education. Table III lists the agencies
for rendering service to Rural Schools and the frequency
in which the services are used. Table IV is a summary of
a study which undertook to find out what problems were met
by local school administrative officers and to what extent
state supervisors gave assistance in effecting their solution. Table IV shows that conso1id.ation,p1anning buildings, teaching methods, school equipment, and health education are problems with which the local school officers
need help frequently.
39. Johnson, Palmer 0., end Umstand, J. G., "Classroom
Difficulties of Beginning Teachers," School !LevieJ!, 40:682,
November, 1932.
This is a questionnaire study. The questions were submitted to 372 superintendents in Minnesota. Each superintendent was asked to name the s'peci fie classroom difficulties of his beginning teachers.
The first five phases of instruction which were found
to cause the most difficulty in order of decreasing difficulty are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Remedial instruction
Use of test results
Diagnostic testing
Adapting subject matter to the needs of the
indi vidual
Training in habits of stUdy

The first five items least occurring are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Poor health
Inadequate knOWledge (pupil's physical condi tion)
Deficient scholarship in field of specialization
I,ack of interest in teaching
Use of radio in instruction

40. Kib1e, Delia, "An Analysis of the Activities of Rural
School Supervisors,· E1ementarx School Jou~na1, 28:346-352,
January, 1928.
This is a report of the results of a stUdy carried on
to find ways of bUdgeting the rural supervisors' time. The
cooperating supervisors were asked to keep an accurate

.
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record for twelve days of the time spent in district professional activities. After the analysis of the list was made,
sixty-five distinct types of professional activities were
revealed. The findings show that most of the rural supervisors' time was spent in class observation.
41. KnUdsen, Charles, MA Program of High School Supervision,"
Peabogy Journal of Educa~ion, 7:323-331, May, 1930.
This is a report describing the program of high school
supervision which was inaugurated and directed in the ten
high schools of Webster Parish, Louisiana, during the year
1928-29. No attempt was made to describe the method of
determining whether improvement in teaching was secured,
however, to warrant a recommendation of the plan to other
hi~h schools.
The main features of the plan are as follows:
(1) secure data on which to evaluate teaching; (2) hold
conferences with teachers in order to make suggestions for
improvement of teaching; (3)' make suggestions for improvement from data.
42. Kyte, George C., "How the Supervisory Conference Affects
Teaching," Nation's Schools, 8:21-26, August, 1931This is an investigation conducted at the University of
Michigan which led to the conclusion that the carefullyplanned individual conference has a demonstrable effect on
classroom procedures. Superintendent, grade supervisor, and
teacher gave the writer more than fifty sets of stenographic
records of classroom teaching and conferences. There were
ten representation groups, inclUding grades from 1-7. The
subjects taught included arithmetic, reading, spelling,
language, and history.
43. Lacey, Joy M., Shannon, J. R., and Hollingsworth, U. R.,
"School Subjects Which Elementary School Teachers Find Most
Difficult and Those Which They Find Easiest to Teach,· Journal
of Educational Methods, 10:75-83, November, 1930.
The data for this study were obtained by means of a
questionnaire placed in the hands of elementary school
.
teachers in some twenty-five Indiana elementary school systems through the cooperation of their superintendent. Usable replies came from 569 elementary school teachers who
taught in different grades.
The writers found that the teachers thought social
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studies and some Bubjects in language arts hardest to teach
and mathematics and some subjects in la.nguage arts easiest
to teach.
44. Linquist, R. D., "The Evaluation of Supervision, "
Educational Administration and ~perv~~on, 15:301-310,
April, 1929.
The wri ter sought to acquaint himself with the supervisory program in the Oakland Public Schools and to what
extent they met with teacher approval.
To get some light on these matters a questionnaire was
sent to the seven hundred fifty teachers in Oakland. It
consisted of two parts. part I was a check list in vvhich
the teachers were a.sked to check the preferred procedures.
Six hundred ninety-nine replies to Part I were sent in.
Part II asked for a frank sta~ement of criticism of existing
practice.
-In general it may be said that the supervisor's functions as a teacher of teachers are: (1) to learn the teacher's work through observation; (2) help her plan her work;
(3) put her plans into effect; and (4) evaluate her own work.

45. McClure, Worth, ·Supervision, a Study in Cooperative
Effort," Elementar~ School Journal, 127:256-264, December,
1926.
This is a report of the practices of cooperation between
specialist and principal in different cities. The writer
found that, in the City of Minneapolis, a schedule of supervisory visits was published a month in advance to enable the
principal to pla.n the day so as to get the mos t out of the
supervisor's visit. Rochester, New York, found a similar
plan successful. A kindred type of cooperation has developed in Seattle where the Superintendents' and Supervisors'
League asked the pr in cipals to prepare li ats of defini te
suggestions as to how the reach of the supervisory staff
might be made more helpful to teachers.
46. McFarland, Blanche B., "A Project in SUpervision,"
Journal of Educati onal Method, 3: 48-56, October, 1923.
This is a study of a cooperative project in community
study. It deals with local history and geography. The teachers of every grade from the third up, of the elementary
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schools and a number of teachers of the junior and senior
high schools participated. The pupils and the people of'
the community committed themselves wholeheartedly to the
working out of the pla.n.
The supervisor's part in the accomplishment of the study
was threefold: (1) there had to be a real enthusiasm both
for the project method and for this particular project; (2)
a clear concept of how to visualize and evaluate them in
the course of study; and (3) it was also necessary to
have interest in and knowledge of community study. It also
provided the supervisor an opportunity for meeting the
teachers on a common ground.
47. McGinnis, W. C., ·Supervisory Visits and Teacher Rating
Devices,M Journal of Educational Research, 28:44-47, September, 1934.
- ---In order to determine the 'relationship between supervisory visits and the 'solving of teachers' problems, this
survey was made from the reports of two-hundred eight elementary teachers, one hundred one juniors, and ninety-nine
senior high school teachers.
The data indicated these points: (1) su~ervision that
is well planned is popular with teachers; (2) supervisory
visi ts are effective to a high degree in helping teachers
solve,problems of diagnosis, select subject matter, and
materials in the elementary and junior high school and to
a low degree in the high school.
48., ll.ead, Cyrus D., "The Supervisor's Job," Journal of
Educational Method, 4:27-72, February, 1925.
A group of eighteen teachers, supervisors, and principals in a 1923 Elementary Education Seminar were asked to
formulate and state in brief phrases, what tbey regarded
as _the cardinal du ties of a supervi sor or elementary prin...;
cipal acting as supervisor.
These various judgments were carefully studied and con-,
densed into six theses. Of these six, these tbree following
duties were emphasized: (1) to inspire and lead; (2) to
improve instruction; and (3) to strengtben tbe teaching
staff.

.
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-M.elby, Ernest 0., liThe Organization of High School
Supervision in Certain Cities," School Review, 37:736-46;
December, 1929.
49.

The first step in this study was to visit ten school
systems in Minnesota and to interview all of the supervisory
officers in each school system. ~uestionnaires were prepared and distributed to all cities in the United States
with a population between 10,000 and 20,000. Usable returns were received from 120 cities.
When the reports were summarized, it was found that in
85 per cent of the school systems, a majority of the supervisors agree that the superintendents approve the supervisory program in general. Also 80 principals included in
the study indicated that they were directly responsible to
the superintendent of schools.
It appears that supervision in the high schools is a
joint undertaking of the principal and the superintendent
of schools. They seem to divide the supervisory work, proceeding as co-workers.
50. Melby, Ernest 0., PThe Superintendent and the Organization of Supervision," Educational Administration and Supervision, 15:641-54, December, 1929.

The purpose of this study was to describe the methods
used by superintendents to organize and direct the efforts
of the supervisory staff. Ten Minnesota school systems
were visited, and a first hand study was made of local supervisory practice by interviews. This procedure was followed
by a questionnaire study of one hundred twenty cities distributed throughout the country.
The reports stated: (1) that superintendents take an
active part in the detail of supervisory routine; (2) they
visit classrooms to help teachers improve instruction; and
(3) call teachers' meetings to discuss methods of teaching, and hold .conferences with teachers and make suggestions
directly and through principals. The superintendent's participation in supervision seems to be marked by two conflicting tendencies: in theory, he gives principals much
freedom of action. In special supervision, the supervisor
enjoys almost complete freedom not only in theory but in
fact.
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51. -Melby, Ernest 0., "Supervisory Organizations in Cities

of 10,000 to 20,000 Population, M School Board Journal,

78:57-58, April, 1929.

--

,

The data for this study were gathered during a wide
investigation of the problems of supervisory organization
and administration in the United States. All cities in
the size group selected were inVited to cooperate in this
questionnaire investigation. It seems eVident that the
whole problem of the supervisory organization best adapted
to the needs of city school systems of this size is more
or less unsolved.
The typical city in this group employs an art supervisor, a music supervisor, and a physical education supervisor. It employs a high school principal and gives
him no teaching du ties.
52. Minor, Ruby, "Improvement in the Technique of Teaching Through a Recognition of Principles in Demonstration
Teaching,· Elementary School Journ~, 26:519-23; March,

1926.

This is a study made by three groups of teachers on
principles and techniques that are used in demonstration
teaching. They represent the actual outcome of a real
situation which was productive of constructive thinking
on the part of the teaching staff. A few of these are:
(l) arouse the interest and curiosity of the pupils;
(2) relate school work to life as one means of creating
a desire, on the part of the pupil, to learn the new
SUbJect; (3) build the situation to show the pupil
the necessity of acquiring the new knowledge; (4) ask
questions to create an apperceptive basis; and (5) provide variety of procedure in drill lessons to secure
repetition and practice_
53 .. Monroe, Walter S., "Observable Characteristics of
Efficiency in Teaching," Elementary School Journa~, 27:59799, April, 1927.

The writer asked a class of graduate students with experience as super intendents or supervisors to list the
observable characteristics Which might be considered as
significant indices of a teacher's efficiency as an instructor. The thirty-seven lists submitted exhibited so
much variation that a synthesis was not possible.
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After a brief discussion, the assignment was repeated
and a composite list of fifty-five characteristics was prepared. The number of thought questions asked by teachers
was rated first in the list of observable characteristics,
that a supervisor should note in estimating the efficiency
of classroom instruction.
54 . Moore, Eoline ,tlDifficulties Recognized by Elementary
Teachers," Educati onal Admini sEat ion and Sup ervj..§1.9..!! ,
21:51-55, January, 1935.
This is a report of a study of the difficulties of the
white elementary teachers of one city and three representative counties in Aiabama. Data for the study were obtained
by three techniques: (1) stenographic notes; (2) diary
notes; and (3) teacher's opinions. Records revealed 1902
needs listed by 536 teachers. These difficulties were
classified under eight headings.
Two of the outstanding difficulties were:
desirable habits and securing study aids.

promoting

55. llorrison, J. C., "Supervision from the Teacher's Viewpoint," Journal of Educational Method, 1:131-38, November,
1921.
One hundred and fifty-eight elementary teachers and
sixty-two high school teachers cooperated in making this
study. Each teacher was asked to tell as definitely as
possible: What supervisory help from her principal had been
most valuable? The most valuable help she had received from
the assistant superintendent , or any special supervisor?
What help she would like to have that had not been given
her?
The survey showed that supervisory methods used by principals were the most helpful to the teachers. The principles helped them through suggestions, inspiration, and
personal conferences. The teachers requested demonstration
lessons, specific plans, and advice from their supervisors.
56. Neal, Elma A., UWhat the Supervisor Can Do to Encourage
Scientific Attitude in the Classroom," Journal of Educational
Methods; 6:372-376, May, 1927.
This is a report of an investigation of the leading
personal qualities that would lead to appointment as a supervisor. The report gave the composite opinion of forty
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superintendents. Among other things, they thought supervisors should encourage scientific attitUdes in the classroom; they must be able to work with people; must have
initiative and understanding.
57. Neely, Deta, uThe Effect of Planned Supervision on
Teaching as Shown by Objective Analyses of Classroom Activities," Educational Administration and SuperVision, 24:341354, May, 1938.
The writer carried on a recent study of the rural teachers' problems and the supervisors' procedures in dealing
with them. The writer obtained reports of 91 teachers' problems, from graphic records of pupil teacher activities, kept
by the supervisor.
These graphic records gave scientific facts rather than
vague impressions and incorreqt generalization.
58. Nut t, H. W., If The At ti tude of 'l'eachers 'l'oward Supervision,u Journal of Educational Method, 5:281, March, 1926.
The purpose of this questionnaire stUdy was to secure
expressions of opinion from 231 teachers as to the he1~fu1
things done by general supervisors.
The items standing highest on the list are as follows:
(1) encouragement, sympathy, and favorable comments; (2)
helpful valuable suggestions; and (3) friendly helpful
constructive criticisms; cooperation, demonstration teaching, and a definite course of study.
59. Nystrom, Ellen, "The Function of Special Supervision
in Ninnesota Public Schools,· Journal of Educational Method,
11:143-149, December, 1931.
Who should make the course of study? Vfuo should be
for instruction in special fields? Who shou1Q
rate teachers? A group of superintendents of schools, assistant superintendents, directors of depa.rtments and research, and supervision in special fields made a survey to ,
solve the three problems mentioned and others not mentioned.
The study wa.s very worthwhile because many of the questions
were answered qui te adequately. It was found, among other
things, that the course of study and teachers' ratings
should be the results of the combined jUdgment of teachers,
principals, supervisors, and superintendents.
re~ponsib1e
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60 •. O'Brien, L. P., "County Superintendent as Supervisor,u
Journal of Educational Research, 13:345-354, May, 1926
This is a report of an investigation to find out how
much time rural supervisors of Kansas devote to supervision.
The information sought was obtained in fairly complete form
from seventy-seven of the one hundred and five counties.of
Kansas. The conclusion was found that only a small portion
of the county superintendent's time was used for supervisory duties. It seems that he only makes one visit a year
averaging one and a quarter hours to each rural school.
61. Ogle, F. A., uDoesSupervision Pay?", School Executive,
56:237-236, February, 1937.
The purpose of this study was to determine the worth
of the indirect supervision given twenty rural schools in
Wild County, Colorado. Lack 9f finance prevented direct
supervision; therefore, the schools were forced to accept
indirect supervision. The writer divided the twenty schools
into two groups, the controlled and the experimental.
The experimental group was given indirect supervision
and the controlled group was not. The results were in favor
of indirect supervision.
62. Perrin, Ambrose H., "The Local Status and Activities
of General Supervisors in ai ty Schools, II Elementary School
Journal, 26:345-56, January, 1926.
This stuQy was made in cities ranging in population of
100,000 or more to 4,000. The questionnaire method was
used.
The results are suggestive of country-wide practices.
There was one visit each four weeks by the supervisor, and
the length of his Visits in classrooms was thirty minutes.
Certain activities other than classroom activities were
carried on in the building by him and the best follow-up
device after a classroom visit was a conference with the
teacher.
63. Prewitt, Irene, and 1~nue11, H. T., MDifferences in
the Handwriting of Supervised and Unsupervised Pupi1s,M
School ~ Society, 31:297-98, March, 1930.
The study was made to determine whether or not a handwriting supervisor was needed. Some 20,000 specimens of
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handwriting were collected from 35 schools in seven states.
This investigation included grades from one through seven.
One group was supervised and one group had no supervision
whatever. It was found that the writing in every grade in
the supervis~d.l: group was much better than that of the unsupervised group.
64. Puckett, Roswell, "Making Supervision Objective,"
School Review, 36:209-12, March, 1928.
The writer made an experiment to see if the check sheet
was helpful in making supervision objective. He observed
two classes, a 9B civics class and a lOB history class.
He used the check sheet method of recording just what took
place. He used fifteen symbols to represent different
responses by the pupils. After the recitation was over,
he made tabulations and compared the responses in the two
recitations. In each case the check sheet enabled him to
discover and show the teacher'her weakness and strong points.
65. Rose, C. E., ItTraining Teachers in Service,'" Elementary
School Journal, 26:290-91, December, 1925.
A study was made of the variation of results of standard
tests given in the Tucson Schools in May, 1925.
They are as follows: New teachers in Tucson were not
securing the results o~tained by the old teachers. The
classes taught by the old teachers averaged .47 points
above the city median in all tests, and the classes taught
by the new teachers averaged 1.31 points below the city
median in all tests. All teachers coming into the Tucson
schools had at least two years' teaching experience. Teachers like to hold fast to that which they think is good. For
this reason, many experienced teachers are less adaptable
to new situations than are teachers with less experience.
66 .. Rugen, Mabel E., "Evaluating the Effectiveness of
Student Teaching,'" Research Quarterly of the American Physical Education Association, 9:89-101, October, 1938.
This is a study made by the graduates of the class of
1931 to 1935 inclusive of the University of Michigan. They
were asked to rate the effectiveness of the procedures employed while they were student teachers.
The items included on the rating scale were organized
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around six major activities. They are: planning, evaluation of teaching, conferences, use of bUlletins, problems,
and work books. It was found that comments, suggestions,
and opinions of former student teachers may not always be
unbiased. Nevertheless, each comment, each suggest ion, and
'. each response on the rating scale indicates a judgment of
one who has experienced a certain kind of supervision.
67. Selberg, Edith, "Activity Analysis as a Basis for Supervision in General Science,u Educational Administration and
Supervision, 18:281-285, April, 1932.
What are the common errors made by beginning teachers
in general science? Why are certain teaching activities
different? This study was made to discover the answer to
the two questions mentioned above. The writer analyzed the
activities of twenty-one student teachers in two general
science classes. He conclude~ that student teachers find
it difficult to apply the pedagogical theories and principles to actual classroom teaching. Many of their errors
occur in the preparation of daily lessons, questioning and
conducting the lesson.
68. Shannon, J. R., "Teachers' Attitudes Toward Supervision,·
Educational Methods, 16:9-14, October, 1936.
The writer made a quest ionnaire study of the teachers'
attitude toward superVision. ~uestionnaires were given the
teachers enrolled in Indiana State Teachers College during
the, summer, 1935. Usable replies were received from 148
teachers. The writer found, among other things, that the
majority of the teachers regarded scientific, democratic
supervision helpful and welcome. A few of them said scientific, democratic supervision was helpful but not welcome;
others said it was welcome but not helpful.
69. Shannon, J. R. IIAnalysis of High School Supervisory
Notes," Educational Administration and Supervisi~~, 14:9-14,
January, 1928.
This is an analysis of over 1400 observation notes by
both supervisors of regular teachers and student teachers.
These notes were obtained from various colleges and universities in Indiana., Illinois, and one or two other states.
The writers made a check list of the activities listed in
the notes. They can be of great help to supervisors, because they enable him to get suggestions from others to improve his own techniques.

.
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70 •. Shone, Helen, uThe Principal and the Supervisor,u
Elementary School Principals, Seventh Yearbook, 7:237-24'7.
This is a report of studies presenting facts on the official relationship existing between principals and supervisors. The data indicate further research is necessary to
establish the principals to govern the relationship. According to the findings, the assistant superintendent works
through the principal in improving instruction. The special supervisor is a technical adviser of the principal. In
many cases the principals and supervisors do cooperate because there is a measure of indefiniteness of assigned
authority.
71. Simpson, Mabel E., "The Work of the Demonstration
Teacher and Its Relation to a Program of Constructive Supervision,N Journal of Educational Method, 5:140-44, December,
1925.
This is a study of demonstration teaching. Te~chers
wishing aid filled out a blank according to their most
urgent needs. The teacher making the demonstration used
the blank in planning her lesson. The group of demonstration teachers rendered special help in geography, arithmetic, reading, and English. The study showed that teachers
are eager for help and suggestions. It also showed that
progress was made not by the process of revolution but by
the slower, more certain one of evolution.
72. Smith, Bertha, "Teacher Freedom--A Study for Supe-rvisors,u Journal of Educational Method, 10:148-157, December, 1930.
-This is a questionnaire study on the following questions:
Should study be officially regulated or have teachers sufficiently sound judgment to handle this matter for themselves? How much freedom do teachers expect? How much are
th~y enj oy i ng?
The reports were from one city, one town, and several
Villages not far from the metropolitan district. It was
found that the teachers have a high sense of duty and their'
professional intentions are excellent; they are influenced
by modern trends; they have the urge for freedom and selfexpression, Which is wholesome. But for all professions
the measure of freedom must be determined by certain accepted principles, a clearly understood code of ethics which
protects the individual and the group.
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73. Smith, Nila, itA Technique Used in Training Principa,ls
to Supervise Instruction,W Elementary School Journal,
28:417-428, February, 1928.
The wri ter made a supervisory survey of the practices
of the principals of the elementary schools to develop
a technique in training them to supervise first grade
reading.
She then prepared a draft of standards that were used
as a basis in the work. Teachers' meetings, lectures,
rou.nd-table discussions, conferences, and class observations were used, untiL training had been given all the
principals.
74. Stanton, Marion W., "Reading Comprehensive an Experiment in Supervisi on," Journal of Educati onal lle thod, 4: 113117.
.
This experiment was carried on in Westminister, Massachusetts, a small town which contains a fair size consolidated school. At the opening of school fifteen teachers were called together for an all day meeting of discussion and distribution of test for~and instruction of
how to give the test. The results of the tests were analyzed to find out just wherein emphasis was needed. At
the end of the year, Westminister teachers and supervisors
discovered that there had been some improvement as a result of the experiment.
75. Thomson, Blanche C., VA Supervisory Program in Music
Based Upon Teacher Initiative," Jour~~~ of Educational
Method, 15:344-52, April, 1936.
This is a study of an attempt to transform the activities of the teaching specialist who is miscalled the
supervisor of music, into a program of supervision based
upon teacher initiative and activities that would conform
to an accepted formula of supervision. It covered a period of six years and was made in the elementary schools of
Elmhurst, Illinois.
The study showed: (1) that the real test of any program of supervision is the progress and growth of the
pupils involved; (2) any defects noted seem to be definitely remediable and not inherent in the program; and
(3) the call program was an outstanding advantage to the
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teacher. It enabled her to receive assistance any time upon request without having to wait until the supervisor's
next scheduled visit.
Tiegs, E. U., NA Study in Special Supervision," American
School Board Journal, .75:39-44, August and September, 1927.

76.

This is a report of an analysis of the daily reports of
supervisors' activities for a week. Among other things, it
was found that three-fourths of the special supervisory
service was initiated by supervisors themselves. Considerable variations in lengths of the supervisory day and in
size of field each supervisor was expected to cover was
noted.
TidYman, W. F., uTeachers t ~uestionnaires as a Device
in Supervision,· Educational Administration and Supervision,
10: 553-557, December, 1924.
.
77.

This is a report of an investigation of the importance
of the questionnaires in teaching and supervision. The
writer asked twenty-two teachers to fill out questionnaires.
Many significant facts were revealed when the teachers'
answers were analyzed. The writer found that the questionnaires showed just wherein superv~sion was strong and also
where it was weak.
78. Valentine, P. F., wA Job Analysis of Elementary Supervision,· Journal of Educational Method, 5:279-82, March,
1926 •

. This is an investigation conducted wi th a two-fold purpose: to ascertain What several supervisors do in the
actual process of elementary school supervision, and to secure the personal reactions of teachers w~th regard to
those activities.
Ten rural and urban supervisors and ninety-eight teachers
of the rural small town and city schools in five counties
of California participated.
The supervisors reported these six points: To inspire
and lead; to improve instruction; to improve curricula;
to evaluate text material; to administer approved mental
and educational tests; and to strengthen the teaching staff.
The teachers de sired the se points from the supervisor:

.
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(1) 'hold office hours for teachers seekine help;' (2) give
classroom demonstrations when requested; (3) hold instructional group-meetings wi th new teachers; and (4) hold
friendly personal conferences with teachers following visit.
79. Van Antwerp, Harriet, ,"Teacher's Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Supervisory Activities," Journal of Educational :Method, 15:441-47, May, 1936.
- The purpose of this study is to set forth the results
of an investigation designed for the purpose of evaluating
the effectiveness of four types of supervisory activities
engaged in by the supervisory staff of Oakland County,
Michigan.
'
The four types are: (1) visitation by the supervisor;
(2) individual conferences; (3) teachers' meetings; and
(4) supervisory bulletins. A total of 150 questionnaires
was returned. The reports were as follows: Three or four
teachers a day were visited. Conferences were of two types,
those requested by the supervisor and those initiated by
the teacher. Teachers' meetings were valuable in that
recognized needs of the teachers were not met; and supervisory bulletins were considered the least effective.
80. Waddell, Charles W., ·Supervision of Student Teaching,.
Journal of Educational Method, 5:375-78, May, 1926.
This is a questionnaire study in which a careful survey
of the actual problems involved in the supervision of student teaching was made by a group of teachers actually engaged in the task.
In the survey, the teachers listed the following points
as the most serious needs found among student teachers: attitudes, abilities and skills, knowledge, problems of teaching technique, problems of class management, personal limitations and handicaps, and limitations of time and effort.
81. Whi tney, Freder ick, "Trends in Methods of Teacher Improvement,U American School Board Journal, 93:18-19,
December, 1936.
This is a second report of a study made of the changes
in methods of supervision. The material was gathered by
means of a check sheet from seventy-three small schools and
seventy-one large systems of Nebraska.
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The writer concluded that the present emphasis in
methods of sup ervi si on is addi ti onal help from progressive
supervisors. There also seemed to be an increased interest
in curriculum making and a lessening emphasis in extension
preparation.
82. Wilson, Guy M., "New Standards in Arithmetic: A 60ntrolled Experiment in Supervision," Journal of Educational
Research, 22:351, December, 1930.
This is a report of an experiment that was carried on
to find out whether or not formed drill should be replaced
by informal informational type of arithmetic in grades one and
two. Secondly, the writer tried to find out if a simplified
form of addition and subtraction in grade three. would insure better results. This study continued through three
years, involving thirty-three teachers and over one-thousand
children in Lawrance, Massachusetts. The results suggest
tremendous possibilities of improvement over the present
practice. They suggest replacing time on drill in grades
one and two by a broader and more fundamental preparation
foI' life's real problem •
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